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PLEASANT VISIT
M. S. Keilley, H. H. Field, H. B. | strongly not only to Progressives but 
Austin. N. H. Hamden, C. H. Me-1 also to Republicans and Independents
Fine Prögram, Elaborate Banquet 
and Thoroughly Enjoyable 
Evening.
Kenie, Weston Parker, H. F. Beedy, 
J. Blaine Morrison, A. G. Cronkihite, 
0. F. Chandler, W. J. Carter, F. N. 
Beai, S. G. Hailey, C. M. Hoyt, A. 
W. Me Geary, A. A. Jacobe, H. E.
*who might not wish to vote for Mr. 
Dwyer cr Mr. Donahue. . He is able 
and conscientious!, an excellent speak 
er, weill informed upon matters cf 
public importance, and free from
Oppaluaiski Chapter O. E. S. of 
Strong entertained Sherburne Chap­
ter of Phillip«, Friday evening, Oct­
ober 30. Tiie baE and banquet 
jootn decorations were appropriate 
to the Hallowe'en season.
A abort program was enjoyed con- Q L Harden In the Fight for
'MgÈg of a vocal duet by Mrs.
Edith Star bird and Mrs. Marguerite 
Will; reading by Miss Florence 
Luce; vocal trio, Mrs. Flora Star- 
bird. Mrs. Lelia Luce and Mrs.
Edith Starbitrd; reading, Mrs. Flora 
PeÉse; sole, Neil Luce.
An informal cake walk, af-1 
forded much speculation and amuse­
ment. The first prize for the most 
cakes correctly guessed was a whip-1
I Bell, M. W. Harden, Mrs. Lucy, any entangling business associations 
Brackett, Mrs. E. H. Shepard, Mrs. j which might interfere with, the prop- 
j Ina Davenport, Misses Blanche Ken- j er discharge of his public duties. In 
niston, Daisy Davenport, Elma Byron, j the absence of a fourth candidate in
the field it seemed that his election 
could fairily be counted on, and that 
the* district would thereby obtain an 
excellent representative. By the en­
trance of Mr, Dowell into the field, 
as been injected an. element which, 
unless the independent Republican 
and Progressive voters make up 
their minds to support Mr. Harden, 
is likely to throw the election to the 
Democratic candidate. This Js a 
situation which. Republican,s have 
often professed to deplore when pre­
cipitated by the action of the Pro­
gressive party. It is hard to see 
how' they can view it as any Less 
deplorable when it is the result 
caused by putting a Republican can­
didate into the field on nomination 
papers.”
The many friends of Mr. Harden 
in Phillips hope that lie wild be able 
to carry liis nomination through to a 
successful election. We are very 
sure that he is well able to fill the 
position.
CONFER HONOR ON 
SON OF PHILLIPS
Election to Legislature.
Guy L. Harden, son of Mr. M. W. 
Harden of this town is a Progressive 
j candidate for representative of the 
2 Stir Middlesex District, Medford, 
Mass.
Mr. Harden was bom in Phil lap«
.in 1879, a graduate of Phillips High 
ped cream cake won by Mrs. Lydia apd a graduaite of th,e Boston
Hamden of Phillips, the booby prize Unlversity Sc!llool ^  Law in 1905. 
a small cake of soap, by Dr. C. W. j H e  ig  a ^  o f  Dr. Don L .
Bell. The company later adjourned 1 harden 
to the banquet room where a splen-1 
did chicken supper was served. The 
eomiuitt. • s were as follows: Enter-
| Harden at 67 Milk St., Boston, and
With the kitchen convenience« now 
at tli.e Parish. House it does not 
seem much cf a task tio serve a 
supiper. The afternoon in question 
some of the ladies who came ’ early 
prepared scalloped potatoes, delici­
ous apples cooked in, a syrup, etc., 
and they found it as easy as pre­
paring supper at home.
FIRE AT ROUND 
MOUNTAIN LAKE
Three Camps Destroyed and Will 
Not Be Rebuilt Before Spring.
is in Farmington jail for 30 days. 
The fellow liad just one cent in his 
pocket. They asked for lodging in 
Farmington jail the night before, 
wliitch was given them.
THE CAMP FIRE 
GIRLS HAVE PARTY
VHallowe'en Stunts, Fortune Tel- 
 ^ ling, etc., Enjoyed by the 
Young People.
Mr. Harden is a practicing lawyer 
under the firm name of Taber &
resides at 105 Princeton St., Med­
ford. He has been a resident of 
Medford for three years and a Pro-
taaHnent, Mrs. Marguerite W ill, Mrs.
Nina Sprague, Mrs. Leila Luce, Mrs.
Mae Kellogg; sapper, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Richards, Mr. and Mrs. . . , „  . ..
, ,, T) greesive since the inception of theRalph StalrM.rd and Mrs, Rena I * , . „
n* a* i i * ,; , , ,  Progressive party in Medford.Bates, At each plate a lighted \
wax candle standing cn a star of the I R there are three regularly
five colors appropriate to Hie order nominated candidate© ef the three
made a pretty table effect. parties, and Mr. Herbert F. Dowell
Much credit is due both committe a 's a candidate on nomination, papers, 
for the excellent program, and de- a Re>publiican. In speaking of the 
licicus banquet. Sherburne Chapter situation The Medford Progressive 
visited Strong eight years ago when KaXs among other things:
Oppalunski Chapter was instituted “ It must be a matter of regret to
and helped in the work. those wfho view the situation unbias-
A special train was run to Strong ed by partisanship that Mr. Dowell 
and the following members of Sluer- should have come into the contest, 
burae Chapter attended: Messrs. W. The Progressive nominee, Mr. Har- 
H. Caswell, M. Sewali Kelley, N. H. i den, who was already in the field 
Hamden, Hon. James Morrison, Fred: as the regularly nominated candidat 
Morton, C. E. Parker, Mdm®. C. E. ; of a politician! party, possesses the 
Parker, O. H. Horsey, Fred Morton, qualities which ought to appeal
DEGREES WORKED 
AT GRANGE
,fmv<K**><**>*K**w*<H><<*>MK**X“KKi»;**;**:**w«><*<*-:'*;”>*>*K**:‘-i>*w<**>*x**>«A
G R A N T ’S C A M P S .  K E N N E B A G O ,  M A I N E  l
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine- X  
Grant's Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We j* 
shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations. ¥
TP TN P T 1  A XT cn  CM C A \ T  r * r \  X
Saturday afternoon being pleasant 
there was a large attendance at the 
regular meeting of North Franklin 
Grange. Visitors were present from 
the neighboring granges. The third 
and fourth degrees were worked on 
a class of three. As it was Late 
there was no literary program. Aftpr 
/the meeting was closed all marched 
to the dining room above, where the 
tables were loaded with everything 
one could ask for and looked very 
i nvilin g. As it was a tastihg party
there were salads c,f all kinds, sand­
wiches, vegetable hash, cabbage, 
cake and pies. It was one of the 
best we have ever • had. Sisters 
Louise Berry and Helen Toot baker
having the whole ¡affair in charge. 
They are women that cannot be 
beaten no matter where you place 
them. ^
At fire at Round Mountain ¡Lake last 
week totally destroyed two camps 
and burned one beyond repairing. 
There was some insurance. The 
camps cost about $400 each. They 
will not he rebuilt before spring.
Dion O. Blackwell is the proprietor 
of these camps, and it is well known 
as a popular place for sportsmen..
It is not known for a fact how tlhe 
fire caught, hut one o f the camps 
was occupied by guests and an. open 
fire burning and it is supposed a 
spark started the fire, but as it 
happened at the dinner hour it was 
not discovered in time to save much. 
The guests lost their clothes, etc.
The two gentlemen who were stop­
ping there were Messrs. H. A. Rob­
inson and Thomas Mangel of Boston.
It will be hoped by former guests 
of Round Mountain Camps that they 
will be built up again before another 
season opens.
ED GRANT & SON CO. J.
B A L D  M O U N T A I N  C A M P S  B* ld „ S " “ " 4*1”
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme- 
tuntic Lake, wear the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto 
road to camps—Telephone connections—Two.mails daily—Write fo r  free circular. 
AMOS ELLIS. Prop'r.. Bald Mountain. /Maine
PICNIC SUPPER 
AT PARISH HOUSE
The Members of the Federated 
Church Have “ Family" Party.
| Mountain View House j
Mountain View, Maine
F o r  f u r t h e r  p a r t i c u l a r s  w r i t e  o r  a d d re s s
L. E. B0W LEY,
| Mountain View, * * » Maine. |
RANGELEY LAKES AND 
DEAD RIVER REGION ,
AS A
HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of 
access and nearly all the camps are dpen through the 
Hunting Season. Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and 
small game are very abundant.
The SANDY RIVER & R A N G ELEY  LAKES RAILRO AD
issues a descriptive booklet cr this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn­
ished upon application to
F. N. BEAL, General Manager, Phillips, Maine.
A iluappy little “ family” was that 
(which gathered at the Parish House 
last Monday evening to sup together. 
The company consisted of t!h.e mem­
bers of the Federated church and 
their families, who had a social 
time around the tea table. 
It was -a ¡picnic supper and there 
was a good array of eataibles.
Each one found a pretty place card 
at his plate. These were done 
by Mrs. Joel Wilbur the past sum­
mer, she using moss amid fern®1 for 
the decorations. They were most 
dainty.
It is planned to have these social 
gatherings the first Monday in each 
month as that is the date of the 
regular business meeting of the 
church, the families' dropping in for 
■supper and a social hour and the 
members remaining for the transac­
tion of buslines® in the evening. 
Twenty-.one were present, and all 
declared it a grand good idea,, and 
are looking forward to the Decern 
her meeting with pleasant anticipa­
tion.
BUTTERFLIES
and moths wanted for ©oM«*«a. Highest price« paid. Ovtd?,or 
summer work. Get complete of faMtroctaons an details.
Sand 2c Storno. J A M S ?  S IN CLAIR , Eatonolociet. Dapt. 9,
THEY SAY HARRY 
IS GOOD SPRINTER
Fellow Gets 30 Days In Jail For 
Skipping Fare on Railroad.
Deputy Sheriff Harry E. Bell had 
a run for his money all right Friday 
of last week.
When the freight train, arrived in 
Phillips about 2.30 Deputy Bell was 
crossing the railroad yard to go to 
his mill when Conductor McMullen 
called his attention to two men wil e 
had c-ome up on the train: One was 
heating a Ifasty retreat across to 
Pleasant street, while the other was 
just stepping off of the train, but on 
hearing McMullen tell Bell he want­
ed him to get those two fellows, he 
took to his legs and ran like a deer 
in the direction of J. Z. Everett’s 
house, McMullen close behind him.
In the meantime Bell was after 
the other one, but hie had had quite 
a chance to gain on him so Bell 
confined his attention to the sarnie 
one McMullen was coralling and head 
ed him off near Everett’s. He re­
turned with, him and «a® George Bean 
was just coming cut (of his house 
Bell gave him the pleasure o f es­
corting this fellow to the lock-up, 
while he hailed Steve Twoinhly, who 
had a team to take him down tit e 
line after the second fellow, whom 
they saw making for the Intervale be­
low Joel Wilbur’s residence. He 
kept out of sight of No. 2 until he 
got pretty near him,and between him 
and the • river which was njr>t more 
than a. rod or two away, when he 
jumped out and after hilm. The fel­
low made for the river and Bell 
after him with the water nearly up 
to the waist. He continued the 
chase until about cl (own to Fred 
W ell’s the fellow begging for him 
to let him go, although there was not 
very much danger of his being 
caught as Bell was about winded 
from his chase after him, and knew 
he c|ould not do much scrapping even 
if he could hold out to catch him; 
but he finally lost sight of him in 
the woods and had to give it up.
The fellows had bummed their way 
un on the train from Strong and 
later it was learned that they had 
done the same trick all the way from 
Boston. They gave their names as 
John Hill and John Madh'lon, Hill
Last Friday evening th.e Camp Fire 
Girls and their guardian observed 
Hallowe’en by a party at the Parish 
House, inviting a few friends in for 
the evening.
The guests were reminded of the 
festivity of the time-honored autumn 
festvial by the brilliantly lighted 
jack-o-lanterns which smiled a 
grotesque greeting to the visitors. 
The rooms were bedecked with all 
of nature’s emblems of mid-autumn. 
There were corn-stalks, black cats 
and witches.
After receiving the cold shake 
from Gertrude Stillman at the door, 
dressed as a ghost, in, accordance 
with the traditions of Hallowe’en for­
tune telling was one of the amuse­
ments and each guest was apprised 
of many interesting facts relative 
to his or her future career, Miss 
Clara Virgin acting the witch, and 
drawing wonderful fortunes from a 
caldron.
After the various games had been 
played the girls suggested that the 
boys entertain them for awhile, 
and they entered into the plan with 
enthusiasm. After a short con­
sultation in an adjoining room they 
appeared with Antonio Croteau as 
master of ceremonies and gave a 
most enjoyable and amusing enter­
tainment. They discussed the ques­
tion; “ Woman Suffrage”  and sur­
prised Die company by their ready 
wit and oratory. Ralph Stillman 
and Andrew Aldrich favored the 
company with a duet.
Refreshments cf hot chocolate, cake 
and fudge were served.
The invited guests were Rev. and 
Mirs. M. S. Hutchins, Miss Georgia© 
Wilbur, R. H. Treoartin, Antonio 
Croteau, Andrew Aldrich, Ralph 
Stillman, Herbert McKenzie, Bruce 
Davenport, Albert Scamman, Mer­
ton Hardy, Claris Bunnell, Floyd 
Reed, Carroll Dill, Reno Graffam, 
Revalo Warren, Carl Howland, 
Frank Stewart.
COMES NEAR
GETTING BEAR
Bruin Is Foxy and Swims the Riv­
er to Escape Men and Dogs.
, Glidden Parker came near bring­
ing down a monster boar last week. 
In company with Elrwin Webber he 
was hunting in Mo. 6 near Lock­
hart’s camp® when a bear h.ove in 
sight. Parker hod a 22 rifle and 
got one shot at him,, which dropped 
him for the minute, but he was up 
and off again. Glidden tried to 
pelt him with, another sllot, but his 
firearm balked. The bear was 
wounded badly for he bled profusely, 
as they found by tracking him.
The next day Glidden took Pete 
Lufkin and Weston Parker with 
dogs and tried to track him, but the 
bear went into the river evidently 
and the scent was lost, so that the 
dogs could not do any work.
They say the bear probably weigh­
ed between three and four hundred 
pounds.
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12-16-20 Gauge 
Hammerless 
Pump” 
Guns
shotgun is a fine-appearing, beautifully-balanced gun, without 
any objectionable bumps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out through or water to get in ; 
can’t freeze up with rain, snow or sleet; its solid steel breech (not a shell of wood) permits a 
thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or safety; it is the safest breech-loading 
shotgun ever built. Six shots in 12 and 16 gauges; five in 20 gauge.
I t  is Hammerless with Solid Steel Breech (inside as well as out)—Solid Top—Side Ejection 
—Matted Barrel (which costs $4.00 extra on other guns)—Press Button Cartridge Release— (to 
remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action) Double Extrac­
tors—Take-Down Feature—Trigger and Hammer Safety. Handles rapidly ; guaranteed in shoot­
ing ability: price standard Grade “A ” 12-gauge gun, $22.60 ; 16-  or 20-gauge, $24-00.
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing all try 777^  "
//¿ar/ifi repeating shotguns (hammer and hammer- jiSit? S S l c m i S l I M . f
less), all 2ucoc/tnrepeating rifles, etc. Do it now 1 33 Willow Street, New Haven. Conn.
T H E  H U N T IN G  SEASON A T  L E E
Policy of Commission Not Understood 
— The Kick! and the Poach­
ers— Boys and Dogs— Post^ 
ed Land and Forest 
Fires.
Lee, Saturday, October 24.
The hunting season is on and many 
incidents which are pleasing to the 
hunters and sportsmen have hap­
pened. Early in the week the pas­
sengers on a north-bound trolley saw 
a hunter just entering t he woods 
near Willow creek, going in a north-1 
west direction, while just over the 
fence at right angles with his 
course, not 100 feet from him, was a 
big cock pheasant. The car was 
moving slowly, and passengers 
pounded the windows and tried to tell 
the hunter what he was missing, but 
he swung gallantly over the fence an 
disappeared in the woods. Two Lee 
men were driving along the road to 
South Lee and about 300 feet ahead 
of them were two hunters gping south . 
The land was posted on both sidies 
of the road. As they marched 
down the road a fine cock pheasant 
came from the bushes and walked 
across the road just back of them. 
The men in the wagon were friend­
ly to the pheasants, and did not call 
out to the hunters.
Two men hunted all one day on th 
Kemhle-street read, expecting that 
pheasants would cross the road from 
one posted parcel of land to another, 
as they are in the habit of doing. 
They saw more than 50 in the lots 
just out of range. The next day 
one of the party walked over the 
road, and on the west side of High- 
lawn sat down on a stone, and in a! 
few minutes a couple of pheasants ' 
walked out of the bushes almost near 
enough for him to hit them with his | 
cane. Hunters report that partridge ' 
and woodcock are much more plenti­
ful this year than for some seasons','
the latter in particular having been 
very scarce, while it was feared that 
seme disease was taking off the 
farmer, or that the foxes were get* 
ting so numerous that they were ex­
terminating the partridge.
There has been considerable com­
plaint from the farmers that dogs 
were particularly objectionable. Farm 
ers have posted their lands and hunt­
ers have passed along the highway 
and sent the dog into the property. 
Thus birds were seared up and shot 
as they crossed the road or ran 
near the fence, and the dogs brought 
in the birds For this reason sev­
eral property owners have had the 
words “hunting dogs’’ included in 
the signs which they have posted. 
In one case a farmer warned a 
hunter to call in his dog. The man 
with the gun was rather (Impudent, 
and assured the farmer that the dog 
was doing no harm. The landowner 
went to the house and got his gun 
and shot the dog. There was no 
question of law between them, but 
the hunter was badly broken up and 
cried over the affair. A farmer on 
East street counted 30 hunters on 
hie place in one day. They were 
so thick, carried their arms so care­
lessly and fired ait everything , in 
sight, including aill smol birds, that 
lie posted his land. I have given 
the hunters a week to kill every­
thing on the place, he said, “ now 
I am going to post my land, as my 
neighfcbrs have done and try to save 
the children, hens and the dog.”
The feeling is gradually growing 
that there should be a change in the 
law regarding the age of the hunt­
er. Any boy of 14, with his par­
ents’ consent, may be granted a li­
cense. If any boys under that are 
using guns in the fields, and it is 
asserted that there are, it is up to 
the game warden to apprehend them. 
A serious difficulty has arisen be­
tween two farmers who have been 
neighbors and friends because one
Join the Band
posited his land and the other want­
ed to hunt on it. The man who 
posted has raised two broods of 
pheasants this year and liberated 24. 
They are around his premises, and 
the hunters* are after them. It should 
be distinctly understood that the 
state raised these birds for the pur­
pose of shooting and not for decor­
ative purposes, and the sentiment 
which protects them, although easily 
understood, is contrary to the intent 
of the commission.
The sportsmen are as a general 
thing opposed to the mew law which 
has made the hunting season three 
days earlier then formerly, that it 
inlight begin on, Columbus Day. The 
result Avas an awful fusillade. Men 
and hoys went into the hills and 
fields on the holiday, and people who 
live out of the noise of the village 
report that the result in sounds whic 
came to them was like the Fourth of 
July. It lias been estimated that at 
least 50,000 hunters were abroad 
in the state in that day. This is 
50 full regiments of untrained men, 
and unrestrained boys. The ques­
tion which the sportsmen want to 
know is, how can game and property 
be preserved with this army Jet 
¡loose? The forest fires started prob­
ably did as much damage as the li­
censes amounted to, although Lee 
fortunately escaped with but a small 
loss. The fires, on Beartown and in 
Sandisfield and Sheffield surely did 
more damage in southern Berbshir,e 
than the license money of the same 
territory amounted to. The returns 
cadi for remedies-. The* old hunter» 
say repress the boys, and the boys 
ask for the same privileges that the 
old hunter had when he was a boy. 
A lot of people call for a closed 
season on everything for five years, 
without thinking that this means a 
greater amount of game and a great­
er slaughter and its accompanying 
troubles. It Is the policy of tlie 
state to raise game to be shot, and 
there are a great many of the so- 
called evils of the open season which 
are petty annoyances brought about 
by failing to realize that the game 
was raised to shoot; by fear of guns 
and boys; by foolish selfishness and 
poor sportsmanship. There are no 
fatal shootings, or accidents in all 
this campaign thus far for the timid 
to point to, so that this big argument; 
which, always follows a deer season, i 
has not been brought up yet, and j 
will not come to the surface until j 
after the open deer season next | 
month. ■ ■ - * % J
The whole subject seecns to sum u 
in this way: Too many people i 
who a rek neither hunters nor I 
land owners are expressing opinions 
of sentiment without being well post-1 
ed. T<oo many farmers are posting: 
their land without realizing the pol­
icy of the fish, and game commis­
sion. and too many men lug a gun | 
Who are careless regarding the rights j 
of others.—Springfield Republican.
since it seamed probable that the 
moose species would become extinct 
within, its borders. /Phis also ac­
counts for the relatively short open 
season in which lit is permiS'SiiM© to 
hunt it, and for the year-round pro­
tection of the female of the species. 
Under tine wise policy of conserva­
tion ilu force at present this lordly 
animal has increased in numbers', 
while providing a vast amount of 
,sport for a considerable corps o f 
huntsmen yearly. It is estimated 
by different authorities that roam­
ing the woods of Maine there must 
he clos • to 100,000 deer and that the 
annual kill is not far from 100,000. 
Small \>onder that the sportsmen are 
now flocking to 'th e  great north 
woods.— Ex.
OPEN SEASON FOR 
YORK COUNTY
GAME LAWS ¡MUST 
BE CHANGED
The deer hunting season in York 
bounty opened last Monday, and all 
niimrods in that section have bee© 
cleaning up their rifle® in, anticipa­
tion of ths annual event., If preced­
ents «re  safe to judge by, there vlifl 
be many deer brought into Springvale 
or Sanford Monday.
Deer have been reported plenty ¡a 
towns north or south of Springvale 
during the summer and fail! months, 
and several have been seen in the- 
woods at South Sanford and Keime- 
bunik.
M OOSE BO AR D IN G  IN MADISON
Some Camp Owners May Be Ob­
liged to Go Out of Business.
Trout Brook Camps, 
Meckamp, Me., Oct. 30, 1914. 
To the Editor of Maine Woods.
I cannot see as the game laws as 
they are at present are of much 
use. Or as it it of much use to 
advertise for non-resident hunters, 
a® there are but a very few who will 
come to tha® state' and pay $25.00 
license fee.
Before the license fee went up to 
$25.00 I had 30 to 35 hunters every 
fall. This fall I got one.
Another bad move in the sporting 
business was made when the rivers 
and streams were closed to fishing 
the 15th of September. This Avas 
the means of cutting out a good 
many canoeing parties and prevent­
ing a big fall business fer the 
camp owners.
I don’t  see much use in advertis­
ing and putting in money for no re ­
turns, and if the game laws are not 
changed this winter 1 will give up 
trying t;o do any business in the 
sporting Line, and I think there w HI 
be many crimp OAvners who will do 
the same.
VeTy truly yours,
R. R. Walker.
It is Understood that Fish and Game 
Department Wish to Protect 
Animal.
Somerset County’s tame moose has 
been attracting eons'derable attention 
of date, frequent references having 
been made regarding his deportment 
and appearance. ' The following ac­
count of his recent whereabouts 
ccimes from the Patterson bridge cor­
respondent in Madison :
Saturday afternoon a bull moose’ 
made a doer yard cadi at Ben Bar­
ry ’s. Evidently Mr. Mcosa liked the 
situation as he bas since been board­
ing there. This moose has been 
seen in Solon and parts of Embden 
and is very tame. Some two hund­
red and fifty persons called at Mr.. 
Berry’s Sunday to see the animai.
Many pictures have been tak­
en of him and it is thought by some 
to be the same moose which Mr* 
Rollins of Pleasant Ridge found’ 
nearly dead in the woods some six 
or seven years ago this winter. He 
has no horns and shows no signs of 
j being ugly.
It is understood that the Fish and 
j Ha me department of Maine, has 
j sent out warden® to protect the 
animal from being shot at the re­
quest of one of the' farmers Avho 
resides in the A’ic in ity near where 
tlie moose has been roaming.— Inde­
pendent Reporter.
H U N T IN G  A C C ID E N T
FAMOUS 
BACKWOODS
Fred Shea Loses Eye, Struck By FAIRY TALES 
♦Bird Shot.
BIG G A M E  SEASON
«4
of Pleasure Seekers who 
write us for accurate infor­
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation resorts of 
Maine. It costs you nothing.
Write to-day
Maine Information Bureau
Phillips Maine
The rush to the Maine woods is 
just about beginning. Cold weather 
must socm come and with, it the 
firs^ light snows in the Maine for­
ests. And the first snoAvs mean 
the really first good shooting. Deer, 
moose and bear have increased wond­
erfully since the last hunting sea­
son. A ll through, the summer now 
past reports have come frcim the 
campers that all kinds of wild game 
creatures have been abundant and 
unusually tame. Parties bent upon 
the peaceful but not uneventful quest 
fo” trout or landlocked salmon have 
come upon lordly specimens of 
¡moose. In a few  instance® it wa.s 
possible to secure snapshot® of the 
great creatures. A Bòston clergy­
man paddiled within a flyw yards of 
four moose standing in the water. 
T aa’o women, on a trip up ¡Moose Rive 
had no difficulty ¡in ¡snapping a 
'large block bear. At some of th© 
camps deer ¡have been almost daily 
ViR*iit|orls, The sight of a herd of 
them coming down to a river to 
drink, or a fine buck or a. bull 
moose swimming some pend or 
stream,, has been eonilmon. Partrid­
ges and water fowl have been seen 
in sufficient numbers to justify the 
belief that Northern Maine is a par­
adise this fall for tlie small ga e 
h u liter.
Maine is beyond question the best 
stocked and the mpst accessible 
hunti'ng ground in tills ¡section, of 
tlie country, the. eastern section we 
mean. The watchfulness of , tire 
staite authorities over the wild life 
that forms such an important asset 
of the commonwealth is perfectly 
comprehensible when' it is consid­
ered that it iis but a few years
An unfortunate hunting accident 
occurred in Ellsworth Wednes­
day of last week, by which Fred 
Shea, one of Ellsworth’s popular 
young men, lost his right eye, being 
struck by bird shot fired by has 
brother Charles. It Avas one of 
those accidents to which any hunter 
is liable, and for which blame can 
be attached to no one.
Ed Grant, Reaver Poml Cauip&
New readinsr matter, intereaumr.
The first edition wns exhausted much sooner 
than we expected and the papular demand was 
¡so »rreat for a second edition that we published 
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by 
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
J. W. BRACKETT CO , 
Phillips, Me.
MAPS OF M AINE
The young men’ were hunting near 
the poor farm. Each had a dog, 
and they were some fifty or sixty 
yards apart screened from each other 
by the young growth of birches. As j state, etc 
a matter of fact, Ch arles supposed mg maps:
his brother had started for home  ^ j^ ranKlin County 
„ . ,. , I Somerset County
and was some distance away. Oxford County
Charles flushed a woodcock, which ^cataquis County 
fletAr toward Fred. G. arles says tlie Washington County 
bird was some fifteen or twenty feet j Outing map of Maine, 20xS5 in 
in the air when he fired, and this : Geological map of Maine 
is borne cut by Fred, who says he maP °/ ¥,a'ne
( (Mild see the bird coming toward Cumberland County 
him above the trees. This being Hancock County 
the cose, the only explanation of Kennebec County
how the shot reach«! Fred fe that I u n" l , £ t'aUnnl C Kadahoc Counties 
a part of the charge was deflected byj Penobscot County 
the trees'. Waldo County
York County
Twelve shot struck Fred about the 
forehead and eyes, one pellet de­
stroying the) right eye, whale two 
just escaped the left eye. The fact 
that none of the shot struck his cap 
or clothing bears out the theory that 
it was part of a deflected charge 
that struck him, for if the charge 
had been aimed directly at him, tire 
shot Avould have been scattered over 
a wide area. *
RESORTS AND  ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries 
for mapB of the fishing regions of the 
We can furnish the follow-
$ .50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 1.00 
. ö 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.50 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.50 
.36 
.35
j .  W  BRAC KETT CO., 
Phillips, - Maine.
TAXIDERMISTS
Fred hurried to his home, Avhile 
Charles went to the poor farm and 
telephoned for a physician.1 The 
wounded boy was taken the same 
afternoon to the hospital at Bangor, 
whore the right eye was removed. 
He returned home Saturday, and is 
now about again. With charaateriis- 
tic good spirits, he counts h’tin,self 
fortunate to have ome good eye left.
6. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fiehinff Tackl*. 
Indian Mocoasins, Basket« and Souvenirs. 
RANGÈLEY. - - - M A IN !
“ Monmouth M occusins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for exceb 
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. 6 ETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth, . . .  Maine
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Ask Any Sickle Smoker Why
he sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he 
needs it, when he could get tobacco already cut up, in 
packages. H e ’ll tell you, “because the Sickle way is the only way to get fresh  tobacco, that smokes cool and 
sweet, and doesn’t bite the tongue.” H e knows.
Tobacco that is cut up at the factory gets dried  up 
on its w ay  to you. Result— it bums fast and hot, and 
“bites.” W h en  you cut your own tobacco off the Sickle 
plug, you are well repaid for a minute’s work by fresh 
tobacco— because all the flavor and moisture are pressed  into the plug and h eld  in by the natural leaf wrapper.
Get a plug o f Sickle at your dealer’s today. Notice 
how much, m ore tobacco you get, when you don’t have 
to pay for a package.
3 Ounces Slice it as
you use 
it
PROTECTION
FOR THE GAME
Farmer, Sportsman, Gunmaker, Na­
ture Lover, Everyone, Should 
Take a Stand for Fair Play.
1rs
WINS W OM AN S G O LF  T I T L E
By defeating Miss Elaine V. Rosen­
thal of the Ravisloe Country cl/ub of 
Chicago, 1 up in the final round in 
the Woman’s National' golf cham­
pionship tournament at the Nassau 
Country' ciub, Mrs. H. A. Jackson for
State Pish and Game Commission - 
er George H. Graluilm calls attention 
to the address delivered by Senator 
George P. McLean of Connecticut 
before the meeting of the nation, 
association of game commissione  
at Washington, D. C., on October 2. 
As is knf)wn, Mr. Graham was chos­
en president of this national assoc­
iation at the meeting in question, 
and is in a position to know wheth­
er or not the sentiments of Senator 
McLean are to be approved. He 
considers the address an excellent 
one. It is in part as follows: —
It is a great pleasure for me fb 
come here, but I congratulate you 
cn the fact that my' time is so short 
that it will be impossible for me to 
bore you for more than two or three 
minutes. We h av e  nfc>w pending in 
the Senate a very important bill, and 
if the sergeant-at-arms appears at 
the doort you will know that my de­
parture is for the purpose of vjbting 
on that bill, and not because I have 
committed any serious offense. More­
over, I have very-little to say about 
tlie migraitbry bird law. I have 
made a good many' Memorial-day ad-
-..... . — .......... .......... - ------. - - — ■ j dresses in my life, and I have al-
sea says the New York Evening Post. | ways been careful, to give the credit 
But a Dutch naturalist refused to j where it belongs, to the private sol- 
credit this explanation. He believ-1 d,Le,r wh|> does the fighting and suif- 
ed that the birds remained within j fers the deprivation, and gets very 
*■' e glaring iig' t because they could little of the glory; and I want to 
not stee beyond it; in the morning, | say to you gentlemen that had it 
if they could keep themselves1 on the not been for the assistance which I
ing so long, they could continue 
tlieiir journey. Experiment seejming
the second time won the title. As 1 to confirm has theory, the British. 
Miss Kate Hanley she won the title j royal society for the protection of 
at Chevy Chase in 1908. Mrs. Jack- j birds tested it on a larger scale by 
eon, who hails from Massachusetts,; having resting places' for birds at-
has been in the semi-finals on three 
other occasions. The first time was 
a* Wheaton in 1903 when she was put 
out by Miss J. A. Carpenter. The 
following venr at Morion, Mrs. Jack- 
eon lost to Miss Georgia,m:a N. Bis­
hop. the ultimate winner, and again 
at Baltusrol in 1911.
BIRDS AND LIGHTHOUSES
Cruelty to animals is not always
caused by indifference to their suf­
ferings. A case in point is the 
Slaughter of migratory birds around 
lighthouses, which was long believed 
to result from the birds being daz- 
*led by the great light and conse- 
eequently flying round and round
till they dashed themselves against 
the glass or fell exhausted into the
SANDY RIVER & RAN G ELEY 
LA K E S  R A ILR 1A D
TIHE TABLE
In Effect, September 27tb, 1914.
received f^om the game and fish 
commissioners in the several states 
of the Union I am afraid that Iwe 
might have been very much longer in 
securing successful legislation. It 
was due to your loyal and efficient 
support, together with that of the 
ornithological societies and the as­
sistance which we bad from the 
ornithologists in the country, and 
especially our good Dr. Palmer here, 
that we were enabled at last to $e- 
i cure public sentiment sufficiently 
I strong to bring enough pressure tjo 
bear upon Congress to secure favor­
able action upon that law. •
You know the situation as it is at 
present in regard to the enforcement 
of the law, probably better than I
________ _____________  i do. I regret to say that in one state
an adverse decision has been reaclv
T W E N T Y - F O U R  F O O T  A L L IG A -  e^ > but that has been offset by a
favorable decision in another state, 
and I arn very glad to say that the 
- law has the full sympathy of the de­
partment of justice and the depart­
ment of agriculture, and that every­
thing will be done to enforce it, not­
withstanding the fact that we didn’t 
have had. But I want to say to 
you that should the supreme court 
companions, »get the appropriation that we should 
October fall sfj far from grace and justice as 
have to declare the lay unconstitutional, I 
of the still think that we Shall be able
tacbed to certain lighthouses. The 
result lias been most‘gratifying. The 
birds no longer die in thousands1, 
hut settle for rest upon the perches', 
and at sunrise resume their flight. 
This solution o f the problem is of 
economic as well as of humanitarian 
interest, for many of the birds are 
insectivorous. The plan should be 
extended without delay to all light­
houses standing in, the way of th e ' 
streams of migration.
T O R .
He Devoured Thirty  People Before 
Being Captured.
With other white 
writes Paul Drevy in the 
Wide World Magazine,. I 
plunged into the waters 
Tuyra, a fairly large river which very soon to secure the ratification c£ 
flows into the Gulf of Panama after ] the treaty with Great Britain. and
F A R M IN G T O N  Passenger Trains leave Farm­
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at 
5.15 P. M., and for Phillips at. 12.07 P. M. Pas­
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.56 A. M. 
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves 
at 11.00 A. M.
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For '
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and 
Rangeley at 6.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5.60 P. | 
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46 
A  M. and from Kingfield at 8 2> A  M., and from 
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M 
P H IL L IP S  PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
having traversed immense stretches 
of impenetrable forests. Regularly 
a score or so of alligators assisted 
at our gambols, at a distance of 
thirty or forty yards, and we came 
to look upon them as quite li,arm­
less.
After an absence of two years I 
returned, and in two neighboring 
villages found the inhabitants ter­
rified. No one dared to go near the 
river at night fa'll; no one ventured, 
even in broad daylight, to cross the 
stream in the narrow canoes which
then Congress will, undoubtedly have 
a right tio enforce the regulations of 
that treaty, hut I am very hopeful 
of the case in court.
Many good lawyers believe the act 
is constitutional. But if we fail in 
the law and fail in the treaty, I 
want to say to you, that I believe a 
constitutional amendment its bound 
to come, and that speedily, giving 
Congress full plower to act. I am 
encouraged in that belief by the con­
stantly increasing interest of the 
best people, and it does me a great 
* eail of good to hear the gentlemanare used by the natives to carry 
i S i r a P 0 M M< and 1-15 p’ M> ror I bananas and vegetables from their who just finished, coming as he does 
Rangeley at c. 15 P- m . I | from the state of Louisiana. He is
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at plantations 
12.55 P M. and 6.10 P, M. From Rangeley at
12.20 P.M. The cause of this terror, I discov-
MlXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 , lii.in-D+nw .tih.mf lin/1 rlp-
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from «?©d. w a s  3111 alligator that had de-
Farmington at 2.15 P. m . Kmgeley 3.15 P. M. vou r^d  th irty  p e rso n s  in le s s  than
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for |WO m o n th s , su rpisiing som e on th,e 
Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. j r iv e r .btanikS( aaKl lite ra lly  S n app in g
Mix e d  t r a i n , arrives from Phillips at 10.15 others out of their conies. Thirty 
A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN  leaves at 1.00 
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TR AIN  leaves for 
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm­
ington at 12.40 P. M.
. MIXED TRAINS leave for Farmington at 6.45
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M 
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN  leaves for 
Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and arrives at 7. 28 P, 
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 
leaves for Kingfield at 7.35 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 
A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M„ 
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning 
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P. 
M. Phillips, 2.45 P M,. arriving at Rangeley at 
4.25 P. M.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager, 
Phillips, Maine.
people— and the two villages' togeth­
er only numbered two hundred and 
fifty soul's. h
After a  series of fruitless at­
tempt®, we ended in capturing the 
brute with a baited hook—an enor­
mous affair, to which we fastened 
half a pig! The creature was close 
on twenty-four feet long. He was 
so oild that seaweed and mosses were 
growing between his scales, and hie 
presented the appearance of a tree- 
trunk that had been a (long time 
submerged. He was, we estimated, 
more than a hundred years old.
put up right, to mean the . useful 
birds. I have n.0 concern that we 
are in any danger of retrogression in 
this matter. It is especially im­
portant to the South. I have not 
time to go into details in discuss­
ing the wisdbm.of protecting the 
useful birds. I have delivered sev­
eral times rather long addresses up­
on that i*'*ect, but I want to insist 
that it is especialy important tio 
the southern states, and 1 am glad 
to see that representatives *of the 
southern stales are realizing the ex­
act situation with r > arc! to this im­
portant matter.
1 wish that I could stay and listen 
to your views with regard to the ef­
fect iof the modern game protective 
legislation in the several states. 
Personally I have had some exper­
ience, and, as I say, I have been in­
terested for years in the subject, 
and I am wondering how effective 
these modern laws are in the several 
states, the shortening of the sea­
son, the bag limit, the nonexpert 
law and the nonsale law, and I am 
wondering whether in your judge­
ment the trend must hot be toward 
more and more restrictive legislat­
ion. I know in my section of the 
country with the constantly increas­
ing ease with which the hunter gets 
t|o the cover, with, the constant ilm- 
provehient in tine methods of decoy­
ing qfcid destroying the game, that 
tine game, with all our modern legis­
lation, is constantly decreasing.
I know that the game commissioner 
is always tempted to take an optim­
istic view and report an annual in­
crease of birds if possible. That is 
natural, but it is ray observation that 
considering all our effort to pro­
tect not only our migratory' but our 
non-migratory birds, they are de­
creasing, and, I am afraid, very rap­
idly. When you realize that in a 
little state like mine we issue 25,- 
000 licenses ¡or more a year, and we 
have perhaps a thousand square 
miles of indifferent cover, and we 
shorten the season as we have to 
six weeks, it concentrates the attack 
upon the game every year; and with 
the motorcycles and automobiles and 
the fear on the part of the gunner 
that he isn’t going to get his share, 
we have an assault upon the birds 
in columns jof hunters, almost, espec­
ially in the covers where anything 
is supposed to be; and if we cut 
that season to a month or even two 
weeks, you can realize what a thou­
sand gunners would do.
Ten guns to the square mile work­
ing a week or two weeks moans ex­
termination. Now it is very diffi' 
cult to conceive of any other way 
than the shortening of the season 
and the limit of the bag, but you 
and I know that as long as human 
nature remains as it is we cannot 
expect that the bag limit is going 
to be strictly observed. That 1 
is gfoing to be contravened and 
transgressed pretty much. ail. the 
time, and so the local nonsale law 
is transgressed, and we are left to 
the shortening of the season, as the 
only way. and I am afraid that even 
this will be ineffective. I have 
shot a great many birds in my life 
and as Secretary of State Bryan said 
to me when I was discussing the 
treaty with him: “ Yes, my sympa­
thy is entirely with you, but we 
don’t want the game birds all tio die 
natural deaths; we want to eat one 
once in a while.’’ And I agreed to 
that, ard I don’t want to come to 
conditions in this country such as 
they have in Europe.
I know what it is to . enjoy the 
pleasure of shooting. I was brought 
up with a gun in my hand, and I 
still like to go hunting, but within 
the last few years, whether it is 
due teo age or not, I do know that a 
change has edme over me, and I pre­
fer to see the living birds in the 
fwoods Ho killing them if I can’t do 
both. And I want to impress upon, 
you commissioners just one more 
thought. This subject involves, as 
you know when you come to enforce 
your laws, four or five different in­
terests, the sportsman, the gunmaker, 
the dog fancier, and the sporting 
goods man. and you will find them 
all in the legislation halls when you 
come to secure legislation for the 
protection of game, and if you don’t 
find them there they will be there, 
and the Less you see of them the 
more effective they will he upon 
legislation, and the one thing f 
you to h(0|pe and try to do is to 
inspire these mien with the fact tibrr 
their interests are precisely those of 
the farmer.
I think the farmer is very fast 
coming to a realization of the im­
portance of protecting the birds. I 
think you are winning as far a® they 
are concerned; hut it is of just as 
much consequence to the gunmaker, 
the dbg fancier and the sporting 
goods salesman that the birds should 
be protected as' it is to the farmer, 
because if something isn’t done it 
won’t be a great many years before 
there will be no market for the gun 
dog, hunting jacket or cartridge, be­
cause there will be no use for 
them.
And there is still one other subject 
that if I had time I would like to 
say and hear you gentlemen discuss, 
and that is the comparative value of 
cur local nan-migratory game birds 
to the importations that we are con­
stantly trying to acclimatize. It is 
a subject to which I have had seme 
little experience, and I wish that 
if there is anything published of the 
discussions at this meeting, and I 
sincerely hops that what I have
to say will be eliminated, but if you 
gentlemen from your practical, exper­
ience-here do swap views as to the 
comparative value of your experience 
with these imip|orted birds, 1 should 
be very glad to have a copy of it, 
Mr, President, because wliil-e I know 
the pheasant and the Hungarian par­
tridge and those birds may in espec­
ially favorable locations have done 
very well, it is my belief that the 
native bird if he had had th.§ same 
protection and the same chance that 
the imported birds have had would 
in the end be much more satisfac­
tory.
I have far exceeded my three min­
utes and I must return to the Senate. 
I want to say to you that it Is a 
great pleasure for me to meet you 
and to look into the faces of the 
men that did so much, you and your 
associates and predecessors, who did 
so much to create the public senti­
ment that came from ail over the 
Union and which finally impressed 
Congress with the wisdom of taking 
the step that was taken. If any of 
ypu ever come to the Nutmeg state 
if you will let me know I shajl be 
delighted to shew you the old farm 
where I was born and brought up.
I am still a farmer, and I would 
rather hear a partridge drum, or a 
quail whistle, or a woodcock quawk, 
or a wood duck squeal than t<o hear 
Sousa’s band.’ And if you will come 
to the old farm I will show you a 
fine lot of quail that I raised this 
year, tamer than any chickens you 
have, and I will show you a brood 
of ruffed grouse that will fly to me 
aud light on my shoulder, and eat 
anything I have to give them. They 
are happy and unafraid and the 
finest of birds for New England. I 
rwant you to take courage from the 
work already done in ¿hie important 
matter, and by no means look for 
anything but ultimate victory when 
you have such men as Dr. Palmer 
and his chief, and the people of the 
country back of yjou, don’t be afraid 
to talk, and talk bravely, and insist 
upon the enforcement of the federal 
law, because in the long run that is 
the law which will be the most use­
ful in tliis country, and gradually 
the states will see the wisdom |fcf 
conforming their legislation to the 
federal legislation. ’
P R O SEC U TIO N S R E P O R TED
Alton S. Burgess of West Peru was 
arrested last week, by John L. How­
ard, game warden, charged with 
trapping muskrats. Warden Howard 
found thirty four skins in Burgess’ 
possesion. He was arraigned be­
fore James B. Stevenson, trial jus­
tice, found guilty and sentenced to 
pay a fine and costs amounting to 
$16.00.
Chief Warden E. W. Ward of 
Millinocket reported the payment of 
a fine of $25 by Frank Roisinall for 
hunting without a lie erne.
Deputy Warden George Dyer of 
Franklin reported the payment of 
$25 by Eugene Jackson of Rosindail'e, 
Md., for hunting without a license.
Chief Game Warden Benjamin A, 
Parker of York county and bis corps 
of deputies have been very vigilant 
this season in looking after the 
violators of the game laws and have 
up to this date 12 prosecutions to 
their credit. York county ought to 
be a place to be avoided by wouil'dtbe 
transgressors. The latest cases to 
b.e reported are as follows/:
Ernest Hoyt of Kittery, for hunting 
deer in close season. Case heard 
by Trial Justice E. P. Spinney at 
North Berwick. Fined $40. Paid.
Clarence H. Ames of Kittery, for 
hunting deer in close season. Case 
heard by Trial Justice E. P. Spinney 
at North Berwick. Fired $46. Paid.
Virgil E. Lynch o f Kittery, for 
j hunting doer im close season. Case 
I before Trial Justice E. P. Spinney 
| at North Berwick. Fined $40. Paid.
The State commissioners of inland 
fisheries' and game have received the 
report of the following prosecutions 
for violation® of the Maine game 
laws:
Percy Matheson was prosecuted be­
fore Trial Justic John V. Tucker in 
the Sanford municipal , court on 
Oct. 19 for killing one partridge in 
closed season and was sentenced to 
pay a fine of $11 and costs of $8.
Ernest O. Day was also prosecuted 
before the trial justice of the San­
ford municipal court on Oct. 19 for 
illegal hunting on Sunday and sen- 
ten ced to pay a fine of $10 and costs 
of $8.
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AROUND THE
33 LOCAL STORES
An extra fine line of blankets for 
bath robos can be found at the store 
of C. M. Hoyt.
George Bean says that lie shall 
receive a nice new lot of Malaga 
grapes and celery on the noon train 
to-day.
R. H. Preble would call tlie atten­
tion of the people to his stock (of 
Ever Ready lights and batteries to 
go with them.
At A. G. Gronkhite's you can find 
something nobby in Park Brothers 
and Rogers cuff links. He has 
them in the double small lever and 
the bean end; engine turned, both 
engraved and plain. «
Picture moulding of all kinds one 
can find at the store of C. F. Chand­
ler & Son. Always pictures on hand 
to select style from.
You will not be siorry if you use 
the J. M. Roofing in one, two and 
three ply. The Phillips Hardware 
Co., the old reliable firm, keeps it.
G. B. Sedge ley & Company calls 
attention to their immense showing 
of fall and winter coat®. The prices 
have been made low so that it is 
not necessary to send to tlie city. All 
thè way from $7.00 to $20.00.
Nice fresh breakfast fopds at E. 
R. Toothaker’s. In fact, Ed. al­
ways carries a fresh stock of every­
thing.
Haave you noticed the h andsom 
belting at The C. H. McKenzie Trad­
ing Co? They havie it in the Ro­
man stripes and other styles. Just 
what the smartest dressed women 
use.
D. F. Hoyt has an extra fine line 
of men’s and boys’ suits, all. prices. 
His long years of experience in the 
business has fitted him to select 
gO)Ods of worth.
W HITE BIRCH W ANTED!
We want to buy
2,000 ’’ C O R D S
OF
W H I T E  B IR C H
delivered at our Mill during the coming 
winter.
For applications and prices apply at 
Mill office or at Phillips Savings bank.
International Mfg. Co., 
Phillips, Maine.
F O X E S  W A N T E D
i f  Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also 
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above 
named animals at all times of year. Write or 
wire wLat you have to offer, stating lowest 
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write 
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS,
Dover. Maine
Tel. 64.15
IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Monday evening at the Parish 
House will be held the first social 
of the season, under. the auspices cf 
tlie Federated church, with Mrs. 
Everett Knapp arid Mrs. A. G. 
Cronklhite the hostesses. It will be 
remembered that these socials were 
much enjoyed last winter and ybu 
are invited in the following rhyme: 
A cordial invitation to one and to all, 
Old folks, young folks, short folks 
and tall,
To the Parish. House.
Feir you at seven-thirty, we will
look,
Representing the title of your fav­
orite book.
Games we play and a social evening,
With 'light refreshments before 
you’re leaving.
Invite your neighbors and your 
friends,
And let’s have a good time ’till 
evening ends.
Don’t forget the sale Saturday 
afternoon at the Parish House.
R. L. Voter of Farmington made 
us a pleasant call last week on his 
return from a little hunting vacation 
at Chandiler’s Camp at Sanders. He 
did not bring out any game but re­
ports a most pleasant trip. He has 
heen^  tlie linotype operator in the 
office of the Farmington Chronicle 
Cor some years past.
. Miss Lizzie Flagg, who with her 
sister, Mrs. Ernest Doyen of Far­
mington, has been visiting their par­
ents in Coplin plantation, li.as re­
turned home.
Clyde Thompson, who is employed 
in the Maine Woods office is ill 
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beedy of 
Livermore are expected to-day, for 
a visit with their s)on, Harold Beedy.
Tlie W. C. T. U. will meet in tlie 
Pariah House to-morrow, (Friday) 
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The whist club met with; Mrs. F: 
S. Haley last Thursday afternoon. 
Refreshments were served. This 
afternoon Mrs. N. H. Harnden en­
tertains.
The 1913 club , was entertained last 
Friday by Mrs. J. E. Njoble. Re­
freshments were served. This week 
Mrs. Fred Morton entertains the 
club.
Mrs. W. B. Butler returned Tues­
day from her visit in Portland.
We almost feel as though, tlie 4th- 
of November was am, anniversary at 
tli. Maine Woods office for we find 
that for 10 years Mr. Obed Russell 
has made us a call on that day and 
renewed his subscription and also
that it is his birthday. Yesterday was 
a repetition of past years, for be 
came to the office stepping along 
as lively as a man of much, younger 
years. He passed Ms 89th mile­
stone. He informs us that
he is feeling fine and is in better 
health and can get around spryer than 
one year ago. Mr. Russell had
quite an ill turn in the summer and 
was confined to his bed for a week 
;or so, but since lie recovered from 
that attack he has seemed to v  be 
better than before tlie illness. The 
attack was no doubt due to beat 
prostratijon as lie had been mowing 
the lawn. We hope and trust that 
lie will be enjoying the same good 
'health when liis 90th birthday rolls 
around.
Mrs. Carl Hennings and little 
daughter, Augusta are guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Bangs this week. 
Mr. Hennings is on a huntingtrip 
tic Chase Pond Gamps with Mr. and 
Mrs. John Hennings of Waterville 
and a friend. Mr. and Mrs. Hen­
nings have been employed at the 
Ran gel ey Lake House tlie past sea­
son. Mr. Hennings is thinking some 
of going South for the winter but 
Mrs. Hennings does not plan to ac­
company him.
Mr. and Mrs. Thede Haley and 
children of Rangeley have been 
recent guests of Mrs. Haley’s sister, 
Mrs. Otto Badger.
At the meeting of tlie Rebekaihs in 
Portland recently, Mrs. Vina Sparks 
was appointed District Deputy.
Kenneth, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Beedy of Livermore, wilijo has 
recently been operated on for ap­
pendicitis, has had to give up his 
studies in tlie Lewiston, High school 
and returned to his home.
Drs. Bell and Higgins operated m 
Mrs. Dana Kennedy at the home of 
Mrs. Bert Haley last week. We
understand she is doing well.
■Coroner Charles Chandler was
called to Strong last Monday morning 
for an inquest ion the death, of an 
Italian, who was at work on the 
'highway. He went to get up about
3 o’clod? in the morning and fell 
down dead. The body was taken to 
Farmington for interment and ser­
vices were held at tlie Catholic 
church there. It is stated that lie 
bas a wife and several children in 
Italy.
A Hallowe’en party and dance 
were given by the Oui Kao orchestra 
ai the Grange hall last .Saturday 
evening which was largely attended. 
Fortune telling, and stunts were en­
joyed before the dancing. The 
\music by the orchestra is highly 
complimented. The hail was pro­
fusely decorated with puimtpkin faces., 
black witches and oats, and several 
iu ghost costumes wandered around 
the ball, took .money at ¿he door, 
etc.
M E T H O D IS J  EPISCO PAL C H U R C H
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 8—Morning worship 
10.45. Sermon, The Commonplace 
L ife Glorified. Sunday school' 12. 
Junior League 3. Evening servviee 
7.30, under the aruslplees of the Ep- 
worth League. Subject, “Tlie Home 
Missionary opportunity in our cities.’ 
Thursday, November 12—Mid week 
prayer meeting 7.30.
F E D E R A TE D  C H U R C H
Calendar for week ending Novem­
ber 14.
Sunday, November 8: 10.45—Morn 
ing worship. Sermon, “ Seeking 
The Sea.” 12.10— Sunday school. 
7.30—People’s service. Music by 
Choral club. Address, “ Current 
Events.”
Thursday, Nov. 12: 7.30—Prayer
meeting.
A R R IV A L S  A T  T H E  ELM W O O D
The following are the arrivals at 
the Elmwood from Monday until Wed­
nesday noon of this week: Leon D. 
Hinkley, John D. Nile, Miss Annie 
Williams, Mrs. E. B. Williams, Am 
gusta; F. L. Wilder, Wilton; Miss 
Celia Lehr, Hallowell; R. A. Bragg, 
S. W. Wentworth, L. W. Sanborn, C. 
C Files, Portland; T. L. Rainsflord, 
R. C. Smith, F. M. Tupper, W. C. 
Humphrey, H. L. Stalker, Boston; F.
C. Sliackford, Auburn; F. T. Thomp­
son, Bangor; C. W. Steele, F. L. 
King, Farmington; H. M. Bowes, 
Thomaston; J. S. Butler, Lewiston; 
F. A. Gilpatrick, New York; Mrs. O.
M. Vase, Madrid; F. N. Beal, Phil­
lips; J. B. Brackett, Somers worth,
N. H.
MARRIED.
Phillips, October 24, by C. M.
Hoyt, justice of the peace, Walter 
Gilson and Miss Edna Edwards.
Phillips, October 31, Lucius F.
Osborne of Madrid and Mrs. Mary 
J. Holman of Weld.
Phillips, October 26, at the F. B. 
parsonage by Rev. M- S. Hutchins, 
Edward Chick of Phillips and Mrs. 
Aura A. Ward of Phillips.
WILBUR DISTRICT, RANGELEY
Wilbur District, Rangeley, October 
30.—There was a most interesting 
and entertaining gathering at the 
Union meeting \house Saturday even­
ing of the Will b urs and relatives, ,for 
the purpose of choosing officers and 
making arrangements to hold a W il­
bur reunion some time during the 
first two weeks of October 1915. The 
officers elected for the coming year 
were as follows : President, Aim on 
Wilbur; vice president, Herbert W il­
bur; secretary, Miss Geòrgie I. W il­
bur; treasurer, Warren S. Wilbur; 
dinner committee, Mrs. Almon Wilibu? 
Mrs. W. S. Wilbur, Mrs. Joseph W il­
bur and Mrs. Ruby Wilbur; commit­
tee on musile, Mrs. Herbert Wilbur 
and Miss Gladys Wilcox; entertain­
ment committee. Miss Addie M. W il­
bur, Ruby Wilbur and James Wilcox. 
It was voted to hold the reunion at 
the same place next aètumn. David 
Wilbur of Farmington Fall Is wias 
present having been visiting relati­
ves and arranging for tlie gather ing.
After tine meeting a delightful soc­
ial hour was enjoyed by all, who 
took part in singing and playing 
games and a treat of sweet applies. 
Nearly $4 was added to the treasury 
for expenses and it is hoped all 
relatives w ill decide to be present 
next year and write Mass G. i. W il­
bur, Box 154, Rangeley.
Those who were present at this 
first meeting included, Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph. Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. S. Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Wilbur, 
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Wilbur, Mr. and 
Mrs. Leemam Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Rufus Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. 
John L. Piliilibriick, Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Ross, Mr. and Mrs. El- 
bridge Ross, David S. Wilbur, Mass 
Della Wilbur, Miss Cfceorgia I. ‘W il­
bur, Miss Addie M. Wilbur, Warren 
Wilbur, Jr., Walter Wilbur, Max­
well Wilbur, Harry Wilcox, James 
Wilcox, Miss Kathleen Stewart, Miss 
Marion Stewart, R. W. Wilbur, Ful­
ton Wilbur, Joseph, L. Wilbur, Saffian 
Wilbur, Abram Ross, Verm a Ross, 
Hayden Ross, Miss Irene Wilbur, 
¡Miss Minnie Ross, Linnie Ross, Saul 
Collins.
As this family are well known for 
their kind hospitality and true friend 
ship all the “ uncles, aunts and cou­
sin®,” it is hoped will arrange M  be 
present at tlie reunion next October.
TAYLOR HILL
Nov. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lambert 
liave been visiting relatives and 
friends in Strong the past few days.
Miss Eva Collins of Freeman is 
visiting her friend, Mrs. Nettie Ful­
ler for a few day®.
S. D. Fuller worked for Newiman 
Durr ell a few- days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ramsdeil have 
exchanged their residence at the 
village for the George Webster farm 
so called. We are all very glad to 
’welcome them among us. +
W e understand that Mr. and Mrs. 
Mark Gray wifi take charge of F. 
P. Nutting’s farm this winter.
Bert Dickey will begin work at 
the toothpick mill this week.
FREEMAN*
Nov. 2.
The freeze of last week nearly 
spoiled all apples unpicked and hurt 
|>otatoes some.
Mi's. Iva Simmons and Mr. and 
Mrs. .Clyde Darrell recently made a 
week-end visit with their parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Pinkhahi.
Nlorth Freeman, and Starbird Corner 
schools are having a vacation of one 
(week. Miss La wry at tlie Corner 
has returned to her home in Far­
mington and Miss Williamson to 
Kingfield.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bracfcley and 
son Clinton spent Sunday- in King- 
field.
Miss Emma Weymouth, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Weymouth is 
working in the family k>f Affix Camp­
bell.
Dana Gray of Strong assisted D. 
T Curtis a few  days last week, dig­
ging potatoes.
W e are sorry to fSote the illness of 
Mall Carrier Burn®. His place is 
taken by ¡his substitute, L. L. Par­
tridge.
Burnham True of Springfield, Mass 
is visiting bis cousins, D. T. Curtis 
and wife. Previous to being in 
Springfield Mr. True was in Mechan- 
icsville, N. Y.,' with a steam fitting 
company several months. Since leav­
ing M b native tofwn Strong, he has 
also been an efficient Central opera­
tor for the New England Telephone 
Co., in several towns.
H. A llie Durrell, who bas been 
working for bis brother, Newman in 
Strong this fall, is home for the 
hunting season.
Mrs. Albert Huff and mother, Mrs. 
Mittae Durrell visited their son and 
brother, W. G. Durrell recently.
Lincoln Worth!ey, Strong, passed 
through the town Saturday with a< 
large fflock of shee^ p.
Miss Mina Duirrell visited her 
brother, Maurice Sunday.
D. T. Curtis received word a short 
time ago that liis sister’s husband liv­
ing in Washburn, Aroostook County 
was instantly killed by lightning 
July 11. Mr. EI!Lott was lying aip- 
parentlly asleep and never spoke 
again. Thie lightning is supposed to 
have come ini on the telephone. Other 
members of the family sitting nearby 
received no bad effects.
PapierMacheHead Forms
Mount Your Own Heads 
D EER ]H EAD S &  NECK FORMS
Old Skulls of any animal fitted 
up with waxed moulh and tongue
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue
PAPIER MACHE SPEC- 
IALTIEb CO.,Reading, Mich.
ML BLUE AVON
Nov. 2.
Soli,ool re-opened this morning after 
a week’s vacation, with the same 
teacher as last term.
Mrs. Marguerite Morrell and son of 
Bath,, who liave been visiting Mrs, 
Marre 1,1’s daughter, Mrs. Edgar Samj>. 
son for a few weeks, returned home 
last week.
There will be a box social at Mt. 
Blue scboolhouse on Saturday even­
ing, November 7. A ll are cordially 
invited.
Messrs. Edgar Sampson and Her­
man Weed are sawing pulp for Ray­
mond Rosts in Phillip®.
Miss Ellen E. Prince has re turned 
to her school after spending her va­
cation with her parents in Farming- 
ton.
AVON
Nov. 3.
Leslie Stinohfield met with a ser­
ious-accident Tuesday forenoon.While 
yardiiing lumber on Geo. Wilbur’s 
place, a stick flew up striking the 
ball o f the eye. Dr. Bell was called 
immediatey and at once ordered him 
taken to the hospital. W e under­
stood he will lose the eye. Mr. 
StincQifield has the sympathy of tlie 
entire community in this seveere af­
fliction.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cook recently 
visited Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Nason 
in Canaan. They made the trip 
with Fremont Allen and wife in their 
new Overland car. *
Rev. W. P. Holman was in tlve 
neighborhood one day recently call­
ing on hie parishioners.
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S , M AINE, N O V E M B ER  5, 1914.
CLASSIFIED
a ,.,, cent a word in advance. No headline or 
Jther display- SubjectH in a. b. c. order
:
POR SALE—Edison Dictating caa- 
(bine. Id first das« comdittom. ln- 
lolre at Maine Woods office.
FOR SALE—Village stands for
iale In Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Morrison.
FOR SALE—Large male turkey, fif­
teen months old. Write, Box 5, 
Salem, Maine.
FOR. S A L E —Cheap. Savage« Re­
peater rifle, 20 shot. Stamp for 
reply. Van Wyatt, Richfield, North 
Carolina.
FOR SALE—I sell coon, opossum an 
bird dogs, Mississippi pit games, | 
large Indian games, game ducks. I 
bay and sell minks, ooons, opossum, 
skunk, fox, squirrels and prairie 
chickens ,and all live animals of 
any note wanted. I sell traps to 
catch »these animals alive with. 
Walter Odom, Durant, Miss,, Box 208
¿SS! ------------ . ---------
WANTED—Salesmen to sell Oils, 
Belting. Hose, Paint. Varnishes tc 
factories, mills, auto owners, stores, 
threshers; outside Large cities. Ex­
cellent proposition. ' Paid weekly. 
Ohio Oil & Grease Co., Cleveland, j 
Ohio.
M IS C E L L A N E O U S
FOUND—Key, witli ribbon attached. 
Owner may have same by paying 
costs. Maine Woods office.
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
Will buy live mink, 
fox. skunk, bear 
cubs, fisher, mar­
ten, otter, beaver, 
lynx and others. 
Ñame price in first 
letter. Write us 
before buying or 
selling and about 
fur farming. C. C. Garland, Box 133, 
Oldtown, Maine.
An Exception.
If he will try often enough a man 
can succeed In doing almost anything 
unless be is trying to be original by 
copying somebody else.
Im provem ent on the Saw.
. The efficiency of the saw has been 
greatly Increased by the recent inven­
tion of a Frenchman. The teeth of 
the new saw are arranged in alternate 
groups—four pointing forward and 
then four pointing back. For cutting 
metal the new saws are almost twice 
as efficient as saws of the usual pat­
tern. They last six times as long. 
The blades do not break easily. They 
cut either wood or metal and are 
made in a great variety of shapes and 
Etyles.
THE up-to-date kitchen apron is by no means an ungraceful garment, 
ahd much Ingenuity is evident in de­
signing it to meet all the require­
ments of housework and good looks 
at the same time. The new pat­
terns, that cover the entire figure, 
look better and are far more practical 
than the aprons set on to a band, that 
preceded them. It Is just about as 
easy to make aprons that protect the 
whole dress, cover the sleeves and 
stay In place, as to make those gath­
ered to a band, and it is quite as easy 
to do them up.
Gingham, calico and percale are 
used, cut by plain kimono-sleeved pat­
terns like that shown in the picture 
given here. Indigo blue and white, 
or black and white, are selected for 
permanency In color. Any number of 
patterns In figures and checks and 
stripes give one a wide choice in 
design.
Aprons made of these good substan­
tial cotton fabrics having a white 
ground with black stripes are great 
favorites for “ cook-aprons.” Shep­
herd’s checks and polka dots figure 
among these also. For sweeping and 
dusting the indigo blue cottons with 
small white dots for figures are made 
up with caps to match and are better 
than the more readily soiled cottons 
with wjjite ground for these purposes.
Turkey-red cottqn fabrics are used 
for making bindings on the shepherd's 
checks more particularly but are 
liked on the dark blue aprons as
well. The red will not fade In the 
least with any amount of washing, 
and Is therefore liked better than any 
other solid color. The apron pictured 
is an example of the use of this red 
binding on a medium large shepherd’s 
check. The neck, sleeves, pocket and 
edges are bound with it. It brightens 
up the otherwise ordinary pattern and 
makes it really attractive.
Some aprons are made of the heav­
ier cotton crepe In gray and finished 
with borders In solid colors or fig­
ures. These usually fasten in front 
and look very much like home dresses. 
They are not closed below the waist 
line and are easily slipped on and off. 
The front pf the dress under them is 
protected because. In these patterns, 
the fronts overlap.
The new aprons are, in fact, so 
like house dresses that they may be 
worn instead of a dress. Byt they are 
made with ample sleeves, round necks 
and simple fastenings, so that they 
slip on over a dress easily. Sleeves 
are short and out of the way. Alto­
gether, well chosen kitchen or work 
aprons may be said to be attractive 
in themselves. Certainly the neat 
housewife knows how to look very 
“ fetching” in them.
J U L IA  B O T T O M L E Y .
Some of the new evening models 
have apron drapery in the front; and 
an odd thing about it is that the apron 
section falls longer than the founda­
tion. The apron is of metallic lace
EAST MADRID
November 2.
Mrs. Mary Ida Davenport of Mon­
trose, S. D., is visiting friends in town. 
She is at present the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. N. D. Wing.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Leavitt and Mr. 
and Mrs. Lucian Warren of Phillips 
were Sunday guests ^f Mr. and Mrs. 
J. H. Welts.
Cony Masterman attended the school 
convention in Portland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. Welts were 
Sunday guests of her mother, Mrs. 
Emma Raymond, in Avon. They also 
were in Farmington on Sunday, going 
by automobile.
Mr. and Mrs Orren McKeene of 
Dryden are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Solon Mecham.
Andrew Keene still remains quite 
1 oorly, we are sorry to say.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Burgess of Dix- 
field were guests a few days last week 
of Andrew Kt ene.
Mrs. B. A. Dow of Portland is the 
guest of her husband at Barnjum for a 
week.
The road to Barnjum has been much 
improved the past week, in fact, it is a 
very good auto road.
Mrs. Homer Nash of Wilton, with 
friends, are guests of her husband at 
Barnjum for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Welts were call­
ers last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. 
Stevens of Phillips.
The following is a list of the presents 
received by Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. 
Welts at their wedding reception on 
Saturday evening, October 17, and they 
wish to thank their many friends for 
the many gifts givenjthem on that oc­
casion: Reed rocker, shirtj|waist pat. 
tern, clock, Mrs. Emma^Raymond; 
three tablespoons, l-?j dozen dessert 
spoons, Mr. and Mrs. John if. Welts; 
French b e v e l  mirror, Evangeline 
Welts; sugar shell andflbutter knife, 
Mr.-and Mrs. Ardene Pease: percola­
tor, Almon Pease; pickle f ork and 50c, 
Alton Pease; fancy]£cake plate, 1-2
STRATTON.
Oldtime Needlework.
Needlework Is so rapidly becoming 
ft lost art that it is in the nature of 
a fairy tale to explain that something 
like half a century ago little girls, 
not especially precocious, either, 
learned the fundamental principles of 
threading a needle and pushing it 
through the fabric at the age of two 
and one-half years, and by the time 
they were three, pegged away at 
squares of patchwork, ultimately com­
pleting “quilts” for future use.
FOR
GUNS A N D  
F I S H - R O D S
William F. Nye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and N Y O IL  
is the best oM he has ever made.
N Y O IL
HAS N O  E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and ypur rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting gOodrdealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in triftl sizes at 10 c. \Made by
W M . F. NYE ,
New Bedford, Mass.
Nov. 2.
On account of the Teachers’ Con­
vention in Portland there w'ere only 
two days of school last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinds and little 
son Glendon of Farmington are guests 
of L. T. Hinds and enjoying a hunt­
ing trip.
Among the lucky hunters last week 
was Miss Lillian Tayllor, who Shot 
a nice deer not far froim tine vil­
lage. The deer weighed 150 pounds.
A party of six from Portland were 
at Camp Fleda last week on a hunt­
ing trip.
Fred Hutchins of Kingfielld is in 
town for a few weeks.
John Rounds and a pairty from 
Strong were at Fortune Fetter’s camp 
last week on a hunting trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jones are visit­
ing at Greene’s Farm her former 
home, for a few days.
A. L. Savage sold four horses to 
parties in Kingflield the first of the 
week.
Mirs. William Hanaeomb, who was 
seriousily ill last week is much bet­
ter. Her mother, Mrs. C.% Bradford 
Garden was called from .Kingfielld to 
care for her. v
* Mrs. F. C. Burrell is recovering 
from her recent illness.
Among those who attended the 
Teachers.’ Convention were Mrs. Nel­
lie H. Blanchard, Miss Inez Grose, 
Mr. Walton and several others.
Mrs. R. C. Taylor entertained 13 
of her friends October 21, at a quilt- 
tacking. Four quilts were complet­
ed. During the afternoon refresh­
ments were served by the hostess, 
assisted by Mrs. Ivie King. Those 
present were Mrs. Nell Vaughan, 
Mrs. C. T. Wyman, Mrs. Rose Dyer, 
Mrs. Minerva King, Mrs. Bell Grose, 
Mrs. Grace Han® com, Mrs. Annie
Arsenault, Mrs. Nora.Jones, Mrs. 
Mae Taylor, Mrs. Lura Cox and Mrs. 
Ivie King.
• Charlie, the little son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Chrissie Vaughan came very 
near being drowned one day last 
week. He, with .three other small 
children were playing on an old 
bridge, , when he made a misstep 
and fell through the bridge into the 
water. He sank the second time 
before he was rescued by Leland Tag 
ue. Mrs. Elisha Veter saw him fall 
in and called quickly for help. The 
little lad suffered no bad effects 
from his wetting.
SALEM
No. 3.
Miss Angie Lovejoy is working in 
Wilton.
Mrs. Trott of Portland is visiting 
her daughter, Mrs. W. E. Whitney.
Samuel Rowe of Wilton is visiting 
here.
Russell Wills and family have re­
turned to Wilmington., Mass.
The new cemetery fence is being 
erected and looks fine.
W. E. Whitney made a trip to 
Portland in his auto Friday.
W. S. Dodge and G. E. Berry have 
been shipping potatoes this week.
A party from this place went to 
Dead River on a hunting trip this 
week.
Mrs. Emma Dunham has gone to 
Farmington' and on a visit among 
relatives.
Harry Dunham cióme home from 
Farmington Saturday, where hie has 
been working a few weeks.
The entertainment given Saturday 
evening by the Now and Then club 
was much, enjoyed. Those taking 
part in the drama, “How the Story 
Grew,”  eertainly gave it «true to 
life.
dozen teaspoons. Ada Pease and Neale 
Derry; two tablespoons, four dessert 
spoons, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wescott; 
1-2 dozen teaspoons, Agnes Pease; 
crumb tray and brush, Emmie Ray­
mond; creamer, Richard Raymond; bu­
reau scarf, Mrs. Susan Cutler; cheese 
knife, Mr. and Mrs. Solon Mecham; 
sauce kettle, Mrs. Evelyn Howland; 
Old Ivory celery dish, Mr. and Mrs. 
Alfred Morton; meat fork and limn 
towel, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Roberts, 
Waterbcro; Rayo lamp, nut picks, salt 
and pepper shakes and toothpicks, 
Glidden Parker and Phillips Hardware 
Co.; 1-2 dozen knives and forks, Chas. 
A. Mayo, Lewiston: carving set, Mr. 
and Mrs. George Barnjum; meat chop­
per, hand painted jug, Mr. and Mrs. 
Edgar Welts; cut glass bon bon dish, 
Irma Sampson and Herman Weed; 
cut glass pickle dish, Mr. and Mrs. 
Edgar Sampson; glass cake plate, 
Mrs. Marguerite Merrow; vinegar 
cruet, Gerald Sampson; vase, Ray­
mond Sampson; fancy cake plate, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graff am; fancy 
cake plate, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Worthley; pair linen towel,», Feme 
hi. Gould; bread box, Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Savage and Mr. and Mrs. F.
H. Thorpe; pair linen tray cloths, 
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Witham; pair 
linen towels, Marguerite Bates and 
Freda Hoyt; handkerchief and fancy 
dish, Mrs. Harriet Grover; bon ben 
dish, Miss Lurai Dennison; pair tray 
cloths, Lester Gould; y2 dozen knives 
and forks, Mr. and Mrs. Lucian War­
ren; pair linen toweUs, Mr. and Mrs. 
Earle Brown, Dryden, Maine; sofa 
pillow, Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Seavey 
Greenwood, Mass.; covered vegetable 
dish, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Grover; cut 
glass berry dish, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. 
Greenwood; cut glass berry dish, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Beal, Strong, 
Maine; 50^ , Mrs. Grover; 50<f, An­
drew Keene; $1.00, Mr. and Mrs. N.
D. Wing; 50^ , Henry Leighton; $1.00, 
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Jacobs; $2.00, 
Mr. and Mrs. James Towle, Dpver, 
N. H.
tardy were Verna Vining, Flossie 
Vining and Philip Noyes.
Mr. and. Mrs, Jesse Whitney went 
to Rumford the first o,f the ¡week. 
Mr. Whitney recently sold two nice 
yearling heifers. They won the 
blue and white rib on s at the Weld 
flair.
DALLAS
November 2.
School opened last week for the win­
ter term with 18 pupils registered. 
The schoolhouse has been much im­
proved by paint and varnish. The 
children are now busy preparing for a 
fine Christmas entertainment. «
There are several hunters at Black­
well’s and Getchell’s.
Miss Edna True spent the week end 
with her parents at True’s camp.
Arthur Kennedy has finished work at 
the Enamel mill. Fred Abbott is tak­
ing his place. Albert Dunton is also 
driving team for S. A. Getchell.
Lura Thomas is improving in health 
after her long sickness.
S. E. Willett has gone to his home 
in Auburn for a vacation.
Teams and men are now busy work­
ing on the pulp on this township.
Joseph Deraps and Ralph Wadge 
have taken the birch to cut for the 
Enamel Mill company.
Lizzie Flagg and Mrs. Mabel Doyen 
stopped at Minot Flagg’s one night 
last week while on their way to their 
home in Langtown.
RUSSELL’S MILLS
Nov. 2.
Fred R. Young of Wiiltm called on 
friends here Last Sunday.
Frank Marden and wife o,f Harps- 
well are visiting his mother, Mrs. 
Aaron Marden and other relatives.
Mrs. Mary Stevens o f Strong 
visited her mother, Mrs. Phebe But­
terfield the first of the week.
David Corbett is at wferk for J. 
C. Leadbetter.
Mrs. E. L. Merchant had the mis­
fortune to sprain her ankle quite 
badly last Friday.
J. C. Leadbetter is. putting Varnium 
pond water into his house and barn.
Miss Martha Marden attended the 
Teachers’ Convention at Portland 
last week. She replorts a fine 
»time.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Stevens were 
in South Strong on business the first 
of the week.
NEW VINEYARD
EAST WELD
Nov. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Washburn of 
Peru are visiting Mrs. Washburn's 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Vining.
Gib Hersey of Auburn was in this 
vicinity Last Friday.
Charles Sanborn bias built a new 
hen house this fall.
The school in this district closed 
Friday for a week’s vacation. The 
following pupils were not absent 
during the term: Lilia Whitney,
and Hilda Wlidtney. Those not
Nov. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hoyt of New 
Portland spent Sunday with his un­
cle, C. E. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith visit­
ed Mr. and Mrs. George Tasli Sun­
day.
Miss Lena Strickland o f New Port­
land is visiting her sister, Mrs. 
Grace Stewart.
L. O. Gordon has the chimney built 
and the rooms plastered in his new 
house.
Miss Rose Barker has gone up 
river to visit her father, who is 
working for Charles Richards.
A  merry company from Peabody, 
and Pratt’s Corner enjoyed a party 
at the home of Elmer and Earnest 
Barker last Friday night.
Miss Ruby Hackett spent the week 
end at home from Pittsfield, where 
she is attending sch/bol.
Mrs. Isabel!' Folsom of Auburn isr 
at the home of heif son, Herman 
Kingsley for an extended visit.
N. W. Parker has been sick the 
past week with, an attack of appendi­
citis.
Mrs. E. P. Turner and Julie Ismay 
went to Lewistyon Monday for a few 
days.
Mrs. Arthur Seavey was in Far­
mington over Sunday with her hus­
band, who is working there.
Mr. Fletcher and Carl Henny of 
Canton, Frank Garrett and Archie 
Handy of this place went to Chain 
lof ponds last week and returned with 
seven deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Graffam and 
son visited at Mr. and Mrs. I. S. 
Wilcox’s recently.
There will be a dance at the 
Grange hall next Friday night, No­
vember 6. Dyer’s orchestra.
M aine Cam p Owners and Hotel 
Proprietors W ho W a n t to Reach 
People W ho A ctua lly  Come to M aine  
fo r th e ir  Sum m er Vacations Cannot 
Do B e tte r Than  A dvertise  In M aine  
Wood«. TfV;
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ALVIN NEWBERT YOUNG SHOT­
GUN WIZARD.
Just imagine, if you can, that you 
are at the trap®'. You are watc.li- 
ing some of the best trapshooters in 
the country “ kill” olay piigeon®. The 
expert take® his stand and shoots 
his string. And soon the score is 
announced, “ 47,“ He hais killed 
forty-seven out of a possible fifty 
birds.
Good work, you say. He’s all right. 
And he is. Any man who can break 
forty-i&even in fifty trials is a craok 
shot. It takes a mighty cool head, 
a keen eye, steady nerves and per­
fect muscular control to mdke a 47 
score. If  you don’t  think so go out 
and try it yourself.
And so, the recent performance of 
young Alvin Newbert of Sacramen­
to, California, just past his twelfth 
birthday, is all the more remarkable.
Alvin i,s the son of a prominent 
sporting goods dealer in Sacramento, j 
(From the time he was first permit- j 
ted to wander down to his father’s , 
store, to look around as hoys do, j 
he has lived in an atmosphere o f ! 
outdoor sports. And while he has! 
had time to be a typical boy, and to | 
play all the games of boys of his j 
age, he has always favored shooting 
and hunting, developing his natural 
skill to such an extent that bis fame 
has already spread up and down the 
entire Pacific Coast. And since 
the shoot of the Turn Verein Gunj 
Club, of Sacramento, held a short 
while ago, Alvin ’s skill has been 
commented upon by sporting papers 
and newspapers in all parts of the 
country.
Shooting for prizes, in competition 
with forty of the beet shots in the 
Sacramento Valley, young Newbert 
killed forty-seven out of a possible 
fifty—a score any man would be 
proud of. But when one considers 
that this boy used his father’s Rem­
ington, a gun much larger than the ' 
ordinary stock dimensions and almost 
as large as the shooter himself, his 
score takes on a new significance 
and stamps him a coming champion.
The details of Alvin’s record 
score follow and will give one a 
fair idea of the consistency of his 
shooting:
Shooting at 10 birds he broke 10
Shooting at 20 birds he broke 18
Shooting at 20 birds he broke 19
Shooting at 50 birds he broke 47
There is now another name to add 
to the fast growing list of boy 
champions—Alvin Newbert, of Cali­
fornia. He takes his place beside j 
Bloice Bowen, of Colorado;. Robert 
McGivern, of Montana; James Col-1 
vin Francis, of Missouri; and Sergt. i 
Otto Reynolds, champion boy rifle 
shot of California, all expert rifle 
shots, yet not out of their teens. 
WHO SAYS AMERICAN BOYS 
CAN’T  SHOOT?
FEW POINTERS
BY JACK HUBEL
Does Not Think Much of American 
Journalism.
Vienna *1 st of October 1914.
To the E d ito r of M aine W oods:
As I have seen by some American 
newspapers, the American public 
opinion is very strongly influenced 
by the one-isiided stories of English 
and French Press Association. There­
fore I wish to tell the people of 
Phillips, where I have so many 
friends a few facts about this war 
and the causes that brought about 
this greatest of all struggles and beg 
you to publish this.
I suppose many friends of mine 
think that Austria through its “ brut­
al” ultimatum to Serbia is the 
cause of the European war. To  
refute thiis I have to bring a little
history, told in a nutshell'!!
It has always been Russia’s great­
est desire to have a little of the 
“ Open Sea.” Its harbors in the 
Baltic Sea and the Pacific. Ocean, 
(the latter don’t c/ount much anyway| 
are frozen % of the year and not of 
strategic positions. They have good 
harbors in the Black Sea, but with­
out the “ Dardanelles” they claim 
they cannot live. But in truth only 
their fleet is locked in as Turkey 
allows no warships to pass through 
them. It was Peter the Great in th 
seventeenth century that first said 
“ We must have Constantinople.“ 
Since then Russia had many wars 
with Turkey. The Crime n war and 
the war of 1878 w'll be well remem­
bered. The latter saw the birth of 
Roumania and Bulgaria.
Now, Russia cannot get to Con­
stantinople without pocketing these 
countries. In order to do this they 
have to figlit Austria first as we 
helped liberate these countries and 
Uwaroff hdmselif said “ Our way to 
Byzanz leads over Austria’s ruins.”  
But here was Serbia and with their 
help perhaps “ we get there,”  so they 
calculated.
Serbia under the Obrenovic dynast 
always lived in good friendship with 
Austria and our Emperor was King 
Alexander’s best friend. The latter
was assassinated by Russian Order 
(1901 I think it was) and Peter 
Karageorgevic, who lived all hi 
life by Russian grace, was made king 
of Serbia and a willing tool for 
conspiracies.
The second Balkan war was 
brought about by Russia, for Bulgar­
ia that beat the Turks nearly all a- 
lone and almost got to Constantino­
ple, accordingly wanted the biggest 
share. But a strong Bulgaria 
is against Russian interest®. It 
bled strongly and wa® weakened. 
While Serbia in reality had just one 
battle (Kumanovo) with Turks and 
otherwise was doing its best by 
civilizing Macedonia i. e., by burning 
town® and village® and killing' off 
everything that did not talk the 
Serbian tongue. When Bulgaria ask­
ed for their land they were told that 
there were no Bulgarians but just 
Serbs in Macedonia. All this here
I f
K
Makes Cakes Like This!
Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the 
kind that you are proud to serve, whether 
it is just a cake you stirred up for the 
family or a splendid b ig  rich one for
the birthday party.
W onderfu l for pastry, too, and just as good 
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy 
—because it is m illed by a special process 
from  O hio R ed W in ter W heat.
Y our grocer will have it. Good grocers like
to sen William Tell Flour
A
c. H. m c k e n z ie  t r a d in g  c o ., Ph i l l ip s , m aine .
that I tell you has been proven, a- j 
mong others by the Carnegie Com- j 
mission.
Bulgaria was fighting for Macedonia: 
and got cheated in the vilest pos- | 
sibLe manner;
Thiis was the first success qf tlie 
Karageorgevic and thank the Lord 
it has been the last. After that 
a”  the Serb® stuck their noses high­
er in the air and began to look more 
and more to Bosnia and He,zegow- 
ina, our blooming provinces and a 
matter of course were encouraged by 
Russia. The Russian ambassador 
IIartwig told them “ Austria As the 
same sick man as Turkey” and the 
bombs, revolvers, etc., that former­
ly worked in Macedonia, . came to 
'Bosnia. The 28th o-f June wiill be 
well remembered. Franz Ferdinand 
was the strongest man in Austria, 
therefore they put him out of the 
way. Serbia has promised good be­
havior more than once, but on the 
paper only (which for Orientals is 
never binding). We mobilized (partly 
twice to protect our frontier, which 
cost us a lot of money. People now7 
said “Why mobilize again, lets have 
the real thing and make peace for 
ever. We cannot afford a mobili­
sation every two years.” Behind 
this ’ultimatum are all nationalities of 
Austria! It is keen and had to be. 
The only fault Wie have, is that we 
nave been too peaceful too long. No­
body wants the war here, but when 
we knew that sooner or later we’ve 
got to fight all right then! You all 
know the proverb about the bad 
neighbour!
To those that are not well acquaint­
ed with European history I want to 
say that H was Austria' that for over 
thousand years kept away Asiatic in- 
/asions from th° western countries. 
Times again wo ’*eld up the barbars.
I just mention the Avars, Russians 
and Turks. It is this same duty that 
we fulfil to-day a® Russia that mobilr 
ied its Siberian forces early last 
spring (knowing well what was com­
ing) is invading our Galicia with 
Chungusen, Kirgiseii, etc., etc.
France that always boasted of be­
ing the fiifst, freest, richest and 
most civilized nation of the World 
gave Russia in. the last decades not 
less than 20,000 millions francs—for 
purposes of war in order to have 
Germany and Austria crushed and 
al1 that just for the one thought 
“ revenge.” One might almost think 
the world has been turned bottom 
side up, seeing a republic arm in 
arm with the darkest government 
possible, the Czarmfn. And then 
comes alcng a certain Lloyd George 
and says the Prussian militarism 
must cease! In the above J have 
said what caused it! I ask where 
there is a nation that in the last 
forty years has come to the front, is 
doing a thriving business, has done 
a lot for culture and civilization and 
wants to be choked willingly?
France and Russia would not have 
dared to attack us as they are too 
weak. But England was determined 
from the beginning to do its share. 
They calculated like this: The war 
is going to take place on tlfe con­
tinent, we have a big fleet therefore 
nothing will happen to us. W e sen 
over a few soldiers and of course 
win and when comes time to make 
peace we’ll take a Lot more than 
a' others, won’t have risked much 
at the whole affair and are playing 
the first fiddle iin Europe again as 
the rest o.f them will be weakened 
for years to come. This is what 
Messrs. Grey, Churchill, Kitchener, 
etc., etc. are thinking.
We all know the British love for 
small nations! I only remind yjou of 
the Boer republics and Egypt. Do 
they tell you what they are doing 
there now? Well, they established 
a military government and put away 
all Egyptian authorities! All that 
is needed now is that the Khedive 
wants to be captured to quiet the 
M|ohammedans.
All bible readers well know that 
the Nile valley for thousands of 
years has been a rich grain coun­
try. To-day Egypt is importing 2-3 
of the grain they need to live and 
all that despite the big Nile dams 
the good Britishers build! Why, 
England gets all the grain it wants 
from Canada, but it needs cotton 
therefore Egypt must produce cotton 
or hunger. Thi® is British love 
for neutral countries! Turkey is 
already dealt up—don’t exist any 
more for the Triple Entente— Egypt 
to England, Minor Asia and Constan­
tinople to Russia. Amen. We wiill 
see!
The late King Edward As the Fath­
er of the Triple Entente . He came 
every year to Austria for medical 
treatment and on this occasion nev-
er failed to try to get our Emperor 
away from Germany. But be was 
told every time that Francis Joseph 
’was a German prince and together 
with all his people would for ever 
stay to Germany. I just mention 
'this to show that our politics lias al­
ways been a straight one!
While on the smokestacks of Bug* 
lish factories is growing grass new 
factories grow out of tine ground in 
Germany, therefore the jealousy. But 
this jealousy of our cousins should 
not go as far as to give advantages 
to a yellow race, the consequences 
of whileli could not be thought out 
at this moment! In the- name of 
“ civilliezticn” (?” they have nvob-
lized all the d-----  blacks, browns
and yellows against us, therefore no 
pardon can and will be given to 
them; England until now never 
felt a war on its own body, but who 
guarantees that it will not feel it 
this time?
This is no racial war as* the hon­
orable Lewiston Journal says, but 
just a battle for power on the part 
of Russia, for Itqvenge on the part cf 
France and for more business on the 
part of England.
For Austria’s nationalities the ques­
tion is: Whether they want to con­
tinue their quarrels here in the 
parliament in Vienna and be free 
nations that can say any time what 
they like or don’t like or go down 
in tine Russian graves of nations even­
tually think it over in Siberian mines 
all the life long. Therefore we stand 
here and fight from the first to the 
last man whether German or Poile,, 
Hungarian or Croatian, for our con­
stitution and no such thing as “ the 
smouldering fires of rebellion would 
burst out etc.,”  (the honorable Lew­
iston Journal in its number of July 
29tli dreams of) will ever happen!
There is no revolution here in 
Vienna! If one wouldn’t see wound­
ed soldiers in the streets, one might 
think there was no war at ail. We 
will see yet where the revolution is 
going to be. There is no French 
blood in our vein®.
Now as to the chapter “ German 
atrocities”  I will say that they have 
been born by the Reuter and Havas 
Agencies. The yellow press is at 
work to poison the minds. This I 
say of the English and French as 
well as of a certain American press. 
The latter should be a little more 
neutral as our cable has been cut an 
everybody has the right to defend 
himself. But it seems a® If the 
British sovereign has been rolling 
down Broadway some!
According to their telegrams the 
Serbs catch every day anywhere from 
50,000 to Vü million Austrians* I ! 
only want to know where all these 
Austrians come from?
In all these news "the wish is the 
father of the thought.”  There is 
no anxiety felt here because Russian 
are on Austrian teirritory. We will 
drive them out again, There are 
too many of them now, five to one, 
but patience and cold blood are the 
main thing now. We have it!
I have not said all yet, Mr. Edi­
tor. If you kindly allow me I will 
continue some other time. W ill you 
kindly excuse my bad English but 
I am doing my best. Again I thank 
you very, very much for publishing 
this and remain with kindest regards 
to you and all friends in the good 
old State of Maine- 
Yours truly,
Hans Hiebel,
Austrian “ barbar.”
P. S. I am not enlisted yet al­
though I want to go like thunder* I 
am nearsighted and they will not 
take such cripples!
Heil Detiscbland 
Heil Österreich
Inclosed a photo of dum-dum car­
tridges the French use.
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iC a t e r in g  t o ' “ Up S ta te ”  F o lk s  I
!hmCHASE HOUSE:
434 Congress St.,
| PORTLAND, M A IN E  I
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only § 
Fireproof Hotel in the City 
| Elevator Service, Private and Public 1 
§ Baths and every convenience for the coin- 1 
| fort of guests including
j HOT AND COLD R UNNING  I 
| WATER AND LOCAL AND I 
| LONG DISTANCE TELE- I 
| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM I
I  SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 1
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS 1 
| American Plan $2.50 per! day, upward I  
| European Plan $1.00 per day, upward I
Proprietors.
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BASEBALL STARS 
HUNTING IN MAINE
PORTLAND, Me., Oct. 27—John W. 
Coombs and Jack Lapp, the well 
known battery of Connie Mack's Ath 
letic®, passed the evening Sunday 
with friends in town and departed on 
the east bound Pullman at 1.20 bbund 
for Greenville and thence through 
the Allagajsh country for nearly three 
weeks’ travel by canoes in the hear: 
of the Maine game region.
Shawkey and Pennock of the Ath­
letic® and Dan Murphy of the Brook- 
fed® were passengers on- the Pul!- 
rnan wiben it came in from Boston, 
and the five will be assisted by three 
guides in their search for game, ad­
venture and exploration.
Coombs lias been at his home in 
West Kennebunk severall days; Upp 
came from Boston and the other 
fellows from Philadelphia. The rumor 
that Chief Render was to be in the 
party is incorrect. He gets back to 
the Minnesota preserves every faii 
as hie is an expert in bird shootm? 
and outdoor travefl on the trail or 
through tlie woods is a pastime in 
which he has taken delight from 
early boyhood. The tribe in which 
lie passed Inis infancy and early 
years was active in bunting until 
within, a few years and his first 
recollections ai*e of days when th 
reservation for thi® people was more 
than half th estate.
Coombs and Lapp registered in the 
Elks Club in this city and discu&ssc 
important factors that led into the 
world’s series result with many me. 
of the city who saw the Bostoc 
games. A lot of inside baseball 
and anaylisi® of the cause and effect 
which figure in such contests was 
brought out. It i® the opinion oi 
both men that the pitching staff that 
Connie Mack has under contract 
will be good enough to carry the 
team to another American League 
pennant and that whoever win® it 
the National League will find these 
twirlers LnvincibLe next October k 
the post season series.
C O O M B S  IS  S T R O N G
Aside from being 15 pounds light,
Coombs is well and has the strength 
to work in the box. He looks 
for much benefit from this trip amd 
w ill go to Texas about Christmas 
time to enjoy the warm weather 
previous to spring training. It is 
hie ambiton to get back into the 
game and help win another league 
pennant and world’s series.
They were due in Greenville at 1C 
to-day, thence across Moosehead by 
means of streams and carries throng 
Chesuncook and Richardson lakes 
and other smaller bodies of water to 
the Allagash, thence down th« 
streaan, which flows north, to the 
St. John River, to Conners and Fort 
Kent, wlie^e their trip will end and 
they will return home by rail. I
They naturally expect to obtain a 
fair amount of game and to liave an 
interesting trip. Coomb® • and Mur­
phy have been over tlie same route 
but the other three are unintti&tai 
and will be given their degrees in 
amplified form.
“ Always Does Good”
The established custom among 
New England folks is to always 
have
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
in the house. Thus they prevent 
sickness, by relieving those minor 
disorders which lead to more seri­
ous ills.
Many Uses
Guilford, Me.
“ I always keep ‘L. F .’ Atwood’s Med» 
icinein the house to use in case of indiges­
tion, constipation, headache, dizziness,acid 
stomach or colds.
[signed] M rs. W a r r e n  PomroY 
Get a big 35c bottle at your druggist’s 
to-day—or write us for liberal trial 
sample if you’ve never yet used it.
“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, I
M AIN E W O OD S, P H ILL IP S , MAIN E, N O VEM BER 5, 1914.
oRN|THOLOGISTS D IS T U R B E D  BY 
SLAUGHTER o f  g a m e  b i r d s  
a n d  d o m e s t i c  f o w l
AS W E L L .
ners have rather over-readied them­
selves! The people will rnot always 
I stanti such abuse of gunning priviile-
dejected fashion. They seemed to 
realize that they were being sc initial­
ized too, but they became so accust-
ges and surely will find means to ¡ omed to u® that they even let uis
restrict them.— Edward Howe
bush.
Fo-r-
The gunners have given the pe pie T T in T T C 1 , r c  c r r x i  
^ Mas^u'hu^ts a Lesson and now] I H K U M l E i O  j L L IN
th0 gunners themselves are likely to I
gat theirs.
ta 1912, the (treat ard Generali 
Court of Massachusetts passed an j ---------- -
act changing the date of the he- \  Three Days’ Study of the Incom-
ginnjng of the open season on upland 
game to October 12—three days ] 
earlier titan formerly. This was 
¿one at the solicitation of large num-! 
bars oi gunn ers th at tli e season m ight;
„pen on Columbus Day which has j 
been made a holiday. The change ]
NEAR AT HAND
parable Hermit Through a 
Kitchen Window.
watch them from the piazza. And 
while the farmer was standing up 
stairs by an open window, one flew 
up and alighted on the sill, looking 
him over some little time b ¿fore leav­
ing, jn a leisurely dignified manner. 
It was while on the piazza, late in
may be cured. A favorite (remedy 
*]:-) to give the sick oxygen treat­
ment. Surgery is sometimes em-
£)li<yed. A fish -that had had its 
tail partly tern off was thus saved 
to delight the erudite youth of the 
center of culture when they flatten 
their noses against the glass of the 
tanks. Who knows but that the
day may come when the fish doctors 
will go to sea with the fishermen
During Autumn migration such un-
va£ strongly opposed by sportsmen, expected things are always happen- 
gaine protectionists and bird pro- j ing, and old friends are so often 
motors, but all opposition was futile, appearing in strange ctoots that one 
Let us see haw the change has who i® watching the birds is always 
worked out to the advantage of the j getting excited. One cf JJie de- 
iers. Last Columbus Day was j lights o f this time is tlie chance cf 
beginning of the first open sea- ' meeting at close range some of the
the afternoon that we caught the ! and study the health of the denizens 
only hint of their song and then it i of the deep? Newspaper readers 
was in snatches, in such a faint j of the future may learn of the fight- 
undertone that I thought at first 1 ing of epidemics among the fish by 
had imagined it. We could just the spreading of appropriate ramed- 
barely hear it as near as we were. ies upon the face of the waters.
We loved to watch them. Their Who knows? Stranger things have
dignified poise even as they ran come to pass, 
over the lawn fascinated us. When­
ever they rested with heads lifted, 
it seemed as if that wonderful' flute­
like song of praise must come, but 
no, this is their time of silence.
tie
m on pheasants that Massachusetts bir^s who dwell in inaccessible Plac­
es had fer some years. Proctically while rearing their young. W e 
jfl the hunters were out on Colum-1 have had sucih a delightful exper-
Intimate Acquaintance
NEW BOARDER 
AT CAMP EOTHEN
the first of October and were there 
two weeks. They get two deer. 
Mr. Harden guided the Middletons'
and Will Procter and Rube Wilbur of 
Rangeley guided the other members 
cf the party. The party had the 
big camp and got their own meals, 
Mr. Middelton acting as the chief 
chef. He, is very fond of cooking 
and we understand made wonderful’ 
concoctions. Mr. Harden used tjo take 
Mr. Middleton into the woods when 
Mr. Middleton was only 16 years of 
age, as 'lie used to come with his 
jmother and stop at the Mooselook- 
meguntic House. For several years 
Mr. Harden was otherwise engaged, 
hut since taking these camps has 
guided Mr. Middleton as in the paist 
ard Mr. Middleton always lias the big 
camp and thoroughly enjoys liis work 
in the culinary department.
bus Day- For about 45 days the ience of this kind lately that I must 
wither had been fine nearly all the tel1 about it.
time and the woods were as dry as ! ^  began cne morning before we
tinder. Weather sharps says there ! 'lVere up— a queer clucking sound
iae not been such a dry fail! fo r 1 That s something different, said ing of the flicker family in the north-
about 90 years. The number of j H'* farmer, as he crept , to the win- ern spy tree, right on the lawn. A
hunters that have taken out lieen-; t*ow- 1 sleepily, ventured the sug- year ago they made the opening for
This, is on© of the delights of, 
bird study while living in the coun- | Guests Bag Game as Well as See 
try. There is a sort of triumphant 
exhilaration in merely identifying 
different species, but to me the joy-
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Houston are 
a bridal couple who have been spend­
ing two weeks at the camps.
an Abundance.
ous intimacy of daily living with them 
and watching their family life is 
much more satisfying. From these 
kitchen windows I watched the rear-
the nest and at odd moments this 
year, they have been at work on a 
maple tree. We are wondering if 
they are in the habit o f' getting a
building site ready a year ahead, ; for autcpiohile parties to run in for ually acc!°imiPany him will probably 
From the compraints that lMrtls :m ‘ attracted by the hemes. | Riuebirds, robins, sparrows, the var- 9 inner, or even to tarry for a longer not come for their hunt until about
ses to Massachusetts is net less j gestión that it might be a squirrel:, 
than 60,000 and may he a great many j 1,1 4 be -‘-ad caught a glimpse and was 
more as the Game Conimisslcn has sure that it was a bird in the wood- 
grien out bout 79,000 hunters’ lieen- ( b,T| ' This woodbine covers the 
see to the town and city clerks thds Vs'hole east side c f the ell and many 
year.j^
have been constantly coming in since, * he bluebirds have been feasting iou« flycatchers* the Baltimore oriole, 
it seems that most of them were out Hiere for some time. j víreos, brown thrashers and cedar
on Cohunbus Day and many more Bjrcj |_ures .binds all build in the trees and
who had not taken the trouble to get i ¡ shrubs about the lawn aixl of late,
licenses. Also some 70.000 farmers! The farmer has contributed sev-j the myrtle warblers in th.©ir changed
and tlielr sons have the right to j eral devices to entice the birds. A coats and the white throated spar-
shoot on their own premises without1 feeding hoard is fastened to thè
a license. In many towns the hang- trunk of a big hackmatack in plain 
ing of-guns sounded like the celebra-! sight of the window. Seeds and 
lion of the Fourth of July. Not only suet on this are not very well patror- 
were pheasants and game birds kill- ized as yet, but several bluebirds 
ed but song birds, ducks and poultry'., have alighted on it and invefstigated
A Maine Woods reporter had a 
pleasant call last Sunday at Camp 
Eotlien, Long pond, which is run m th,e open, 
most successfully by Mr. and Mrs,
S. C. Harden.
This camp, as many know is pleas­
antly located on the shore of Long
Mrs. A. E. Wentworth and daugh­
ter, Mida of Boston came in June 
and occupied Kum Sum More for 10 
weeks. They enjoyed the many 
trails and had most delightful days
F. M. Furbnsh of Lewiston, who 
is a frequent visitor, is planning to 
pond, about six miles from- Range- j come next Saturday for a hunting 
ley and on the direct read to that; trip. Seme of the gentlemen, Ben- 
town. It is a most convenient plaice I nie Brooks and Mr. Jameson who us-
rows have held high carnival. The 
latter cling to the tops of the weed 
stalks and sway about in seemingly 
r&c :les* fashion. The juncos seem to 
fired oftener on the other side of
time, for there is aJlways something l the 21st of November, but Mr. Fur- 
in the line of sport at these camps, bush was obliged to come thds week
if at all. He will no doubt have a 
trophy to take home with him.
In the fishing season there are 
numerous pends to select from, to 
which there are trails and excellent 
fishing. In the bunting season 
there is game galore, and everyone Messrs. Waite and Libby of Liver- 
knows, that if he lias “ Sid” for a more Falls came to Camp Idle Hour 
guide, he will lead him to it. j iaSit week Wednesday, for a short
A great attraction at the present j stay, 
time at the camps is “ Jennie” the ______
license were out with a $1.00 hunter's nailed over fchfe board and other ■ along the roadside*, quite a distance. 
Ikeuse and seemed to think that it birds seem to think this is a part ] IT  am the chamber windows can
gave them a right to shoot anytliing of the tree. An ear of earn sue- j he Lad a look into the branches of
that moved. One gentleman com- pended by a w ire from the same the big hackmatacks. Many birds
pla ns that they killed all his tame tree, has caught the eye o f a crow, ,1'ove to feed here. One day reeent-
ithe house, and reafllv seem to enjoy deer, who lias a garden of her
Aliens who should pay $15.00 for a j the bill of fare A small branch is (human companionship, following »m * own> ^  wdlo will be a regular' Mr m d Mrs. Harden will Spend
boarder at Camp Eotlien this winter. | y ie winter at these camps, making
She is not really fastidious in her | improvements and getting ready for
appetite but Mrs. Harden is very ! next seasou’s business. A marked
particular to have doughnuts regular-' improvement was made the past year
_  . ... ly on the menu for the young lady. bv Pie addition of a kitchen, thus
hicks and when he remonstrated; who cam* tnfco'the tree but *v id*n ,lly  «. yellow warbler was busy here she is very fmi<1 of cookies and ap- I giving a cozy and commodious din- 
tftli the Italian who shot the last fly  “ dnrsn’t” get nearer. A gray for four hourr and came so close to | ples ^  most anything given her. I ? room Leading out of the office,
one, he was asked what he was gc-1 squirrel got sis near os he could and us we hardly dared breath. The j Tiiey aJso grain her e v * r v  d a y . She j T  *eTe a,r’e several private' camps
ing to do about it. Another man 1 seemed to 1« planning how be could j white breasted nuthatch and , brown , we%h<3 rigjat around 100 and is judg- which are cozy and comfortable with
lost all his ducks but did not have| capture the prize, but M  too gave it i creepeV are often seen on the trunks L *  to be about six years old. . bajtll room connected, and people who
the satisfaction of knowing who go t, up .F rom  a pear tree to « 1«  pended (and earlier the goldfinches camel T  deer .hag ^  ru,nnir.g i.are guests at these camps look for-
• ’ f y t  i:y *  hZ  i ^ Z Z T b fZ  V T  1 tOP l through .the woods all summer in i ward with pleasure and anticipation
The game wardens were so few ^ < 1  eut kke a trough a^ nd 1ms ^ed  ^ranches, the chxckadee is 8ecUon the lumbering I to their next visit.
’that they were of no consequence. ] ^  ^ncos ia-T,e jo nd Jb _ _  camps o f Deshaht & Sen, which j
and se*-m to enjoy it, but the ■queer , S.nce nugratic-n began there is ah, __ ____________, ,____  TT__j__,„ I We copied the following namesHad the open season begun on sepie
So many are across tli© pond from Harden’s»tier day than a holU w  U-«y might | P " «  of i t * ,  that at . . ■ » « »  « » I « » » « « .  -  .......  , d ^
Q true- if another gets on ti.lre berandh strange birds come and go withouthave controlled the slaughter
■> as one o' mem sa il— 1 ^  is promptly drivten -off.
She would froni tlie register : F. J. Lindsay, E.
The , our sure j m  what .they | ^  ZZZt a Z  ^ 4 '
you
. _
of it! 60,000 men* .Sixty full re-g-Ia long Swan oh cun tlirtei crotched housework gets many interruptions 
ixaents, licensed to kill' and turned sticks so that it is about, three feet 'while we try to get better acqua nted fe° ’ 
loose on Massachusetts m one day, fram the jgrrmind. TbLs has -proved with our feathered friends.—H. ^  pone.
besides the farmers boj's and the to be- a favorite resting plaat for V., Auburn, in Lewiston Sun. Mrs- GeoTg€ Denney of Boston..
who was passing the summer atunlicensed horde. A man who rais- nmny birds and they do not seem to 
ee pheasants found automobiles pa- realize than lit was put there on pur-| 
Tolling: the road in front of lxis place P°se to u,s a chance to look at j
Tkh nuen on the rumring board 'therm 
ready to ,shoot every bird that came, 
orex .the fence. The gunners care-
"TiH E FISH DOtmUR
Distvwrguished '5i,rsitoc''S
leesly or purposely set fires in many On the morning in .^nesticn, I -.was 
in seme cases went on busy with household chuties when the 
ahead of the fires and the farmer said, “ILook,» quick., there lie
game tiisn tthe fires drove out. :F<ences]ins! ” I looked and Hie “ new’ ’ ‘ bird
Were enl, ttbousamds of acres of proved to be oar old sfweet-voiwd 
woodtond -wefe burned over; thous- friend iof the woods. J had long 
a®ds cf cords of wood and ¡some ago seen a hermit tlirash on a stone 
buildings were*de.stroyed. A rough, wall near enough to examine him,
bud never since Shod I got very near, 
and now here wsos one Slitting oei our 
hranch within fivte feet of us. We 
looked his back onier carefollly m>ting h 
tiut no one knows how many more the sparked reddish color oi his tail, 
“»ere not reported or ihow many and then ki the most accommodating 
theusands of gi\>U'se, quail, wood fashion, he turned around so that we 
du*\ks and small birds died till at day. could plainly see the markings of 
The next day thLe Governor Issued bis breast and the yellowish ring 
a proclamation clbsiing the .hunting about the eye. 1 he clucking sound 
season, R was time! A few  more a*)d Hie peculiar flirting of his tail
estimate of the damage caused is 
$20,000 to $3t)|000. The Game Ccm- 
tiseiorers have received reports 
h’at f-liow 3006 -pheasants were killed,
Ever hear of a fish doctor? They 
have one in Boston. It would 
ruttai rally be expedited first I f  there 
was a fisih doctor anywlrtre iin thk 
country lue would be- found at the
: .their cottage at Long pond with her | 
family, got very fond of the deer, 
as she ads© called at her cottage. 
Airs. Bonmey would take a - canoe 
trip down to the camps and Jennie 
wouM follow along in the water like 
a .dog. Mrs. Bonney became fear­
ful that she would be shot for a
tt r. , , ¡wild de%r, when the hunting season
Hub. The fish dodtor fe Petecr S. L , ,,  IT , 7 „opeoaed and so Mr. Harden informed
the if all. and game commissioners of
i the true facts of the case and Chair-
■Iman Austin: went there and investig-
McNally. -who has charge of the 
aqarium: at South Boston. He has 
found that the fishes in 'the great 
tanks there a lie likable to attacks o f, 
illnews. ' He has found That they I
Gilchrist. Miss A. T. Gilchrist, Mel­
rose, Mass.; A. G. Kennedy, M. D.^ 
G. A. Merrill, M. D., Ora R. Dolloff, 
Eleanor R. Sargent, Peter Shea, Bos­
ton; Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Coburn, Mr. 
an- Mrs. E. L. Weltman, Auburn;. 
W. Armstrong Smith, Bridgeport* 
Conn.; Lynn Dennison, Phillips; 
Charles Z. Southard, New' York; John 
L. Phalbrick, guide, Rangeley; R. L. 
Heifers, Washington, D. C.; B. P. 
Scihctfield, N. Y.; Warren H. Cogs­
well, Phila.; Wm. E. Waterhouse and 
wife, Melrose, Mass.; Bertha I. Poor, 
Hebron; Mairy Roesehen, Kathryn 
Roeschen, Lawndale, Pa.; H. L. 
Welch, Haines Landing; Dorothy R. 
Voorhees, Morristown, N. J.; W. R. 
Crowell, W. J. Weld, Portland; Mr.
«uch days would have left the cou.n- 
’7 lcoking like Belgium. Now, since 
lias fallen, the ©pen season is 
on again.. But,the roost remarkable
effect of day of “blood and fire” 
Is that farmers and land owners are 
Posting their tend. The Board of 
Agriculture, the Fish and Game Pro­
tective Association and the Audubon 
Societies have been flooded with re­
quests for posters, and Land owners 
“re organizing to co-operate in patrol- 
Ikig their tend a..- A movement al- 
is on foot to do away with 
the opening of the season on Colum­
bus Day. Alt real sportsmen will 
fa'v’or this. Another movement is 
Saining headway to ask the Legislart- 
Ure declare a close for five years
CR Swne. It looks as if the gun-
when startled were new to me­
lt k) needless to say that my atten­
tion was very much divided all That 
forenoon between liousehdild duties 
and thrushes, and I am not ashamed 
to own that the birds (there were 
two pairs of them) received the 
lion's share, for not often in' a life­
time did I expect to get the chance 
to watc-h our chiefest songster at
close range.
But for three days these birds hun 
around tliat woodbine. A part of 
the time there wer$ three pairs. 
Most of the time they wrere very 
quiet. Even when it was damp and 
cloudy, some one of them, often two 
at a time, would sit for a long time 
on that branch, humped up, their 
wings and tails drooping in the most
r * . -  -•*Ç-;.V
Commonwealth Hotel Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.’ 
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower bathp.
Nothing to Bqual This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.ABSOLUTELY FIBEPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS G«n. Manager
ated and gave Mr. Harden pertmis-
sion to  keep the deer penned. _ „  _ .and Mrs. C. W. Middleton, Jr., Miss 
It goes without saying that Jen- CeciIe F Howell> Cooper Howell,
nie te a great pet. No doubt: Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
"Bid”  will have a well trained deer Houston 
by spring as she will now stand up
on her hind feet if they do not pass ] _____________________
the food to her as quickly as she |
thinks they ought. Her name has HANDED KILLS A BEAR
been changed once. The men. at 
camp called her “Jimmie,” hut after 
she became a boarder at Camp 
Eotben, it was thought the proper 
thing to change her name, more suit­
able to her sex, and Jennie answers 
to her new nalme very readily as it 
is so much, like her former name that 
apparently she has n|ot noticed the 
difference.
Monday morning of this t week 
Messrs. E. J. Shwall and Elfries of 
New York, who have been in camp 
since October 12th, left for their 
home. Mr. Shwall got two deer, 
a buck weighing about 250 and one 
dee, besides numerous partridges.
i i »
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Middleton of 
Philadelphia and party of six cam*
After a desperate struggle, Special 
Dejpiuty Sheriff Brown of Solon 
Springs, Wiis., killed a 300-pound 
black bear with his1 hands, accord­
ing to his story. He has the car­
cass to substantiate his claim.
Brcwn’s story is that while in the 
woods the hear visited his camp and 
ransacked his larder while th© of­
ficer was away. On his return lie 
laid in ambush for the bear, which 
returned at night. Brown fired at 
the animal, but oniiy wounded liirn, 
and the bear charged. In grappling 
he lost 'liis knife and had to finish 
¡ the work with his hands.
Th© bear was finally choked to 
death,. During the struggle most 
of the officer’s clothes were el'aiwed 
from hds body.
»
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Where To Go In Maine RANGELEY HAS MASONIC LODGE
Lake Parlin House andgCamps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake 
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
' Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled: 
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tainclimbing automobiling, etc.
Write for booklet. H. P.TttcKENNEY. Proprietor, Jackman. Maine
Ladies’ Class Will Be Known 
Ladies’ Lakeside League.
as
Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, 
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
T H E  E X A C T  C O S T
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut 
rates to all during October and November. I will also 
send you names of parties who have hunted here that 
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J . LEW IS Y O R K , Prop.
F I S H I N C
AT
John 6arville’s Camps
at S p rin g  Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A  famous resort for anglers and hun­
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st. 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
Ths G arry Pond Gamps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places’will 
be opened for the hunters October first, Most 
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps. 
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some 
moose and bears. Write for information to
H ENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop., 
Caratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
If  yov want to know what is what in the Hunt- | 
in? and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. 
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only 
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable 
information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi­
dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere 
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. 
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M„ Huntington. 
W. Va.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View Frouse 
fuly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N . H . ELLIS  & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, Nov. 3—Wednesday even­
ing, October 28, Kemankeag Lodge? 
No. 213, F. & A. M., was instituted 
by the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge 
of Maine in due and ancient form. The 
Grand Lodge officers were as follows:
M. W., Thomas H. Bodge, G. M.; R. 
W., Waldo Pettengili, D. G. M.; Fred 
Trefethern as Sr. G. W .; Ernest A. 
Parlin, Jr. G. W .; James Morrison, G. 
Sr. D .; Leo Taylor, G. Jr. D .; Harry 
A. Look, G. Sr. S.; Frank L. Badger,
G. Jr. S.; William H. Fultz, G. Chap.;
L. Elwell Jones, G. Mar.; William E. 
Howell, G. Tyler. The Most Worship­
ful Grand Master Thos. H. Bodge, as­
sisted by L. Elwell Jones as G. Mar­
shall installed the officers selected and 
appointed for the ensuing term: Eu­
gene I. Herrick, W. M.; Fred B. Colby, 
Sr. W .; Sylvader Hinkley, Jr. W .; 
Harry A. Furbish, Treas.; Charles L. 
Harnden, Sec.; Charles W. Barrett. Sr.
D .; John A. Russell, Jr. D .; Arthur S. 
Arnburg, Sr. S.; Melvin D. Tibbetts, 
Jr. S.; Leon D. Haley, chaplain; Frank 
C. Porter, Marshall; Lovell D Nile, 
Tyler; Olin R. Rowe, Organist. At 
the close of the exercises a bountiful 
banquet consisting of sandwiches, sal­
ads, cakes, coffee and fruit was served 
by the committee in charge.
Mrs. E. H. Whitney o f1 Phillips was a 
recent guest of friends in town.
Mrs. William Boulter is the guest of 
her aunt, Mrs. Margaret Pratt, for a 
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley and chil­
dren have returned home from a visit 
with relatives in Phillips.
Mr. Vaughan, Harrison Amber, Miss 
Beatrice Jones and Miss Lena Weeks 
returned home Sunday after attending 
Teachers convention at Portland.
J. Sherman Hoar was in Farmington 
the latter part of the week.
Winfield Badger and daughter, Miss 
Elsie, of Phillips were week end guests 
of relatives in town.
Among those attending the Colby- 
Maine football game at Waterville 
were the following, making the trip by 
automobile: Charles Switzer, G. W. 
Pickle, Ed Lowell, Herman Hunfoon, 
Cleon Oakes, Reed and Omer Ellis, 
Vernon Stewart, Hayden Huntoon, 
Muriel Hoar, Mr. and Mbs. Earle Mar­
shall. Much sympathy is tendered the 
members of the party who met with 
“ bad luck”  but all enjoyed the trip de- 
i spite minor difficulties.
C. B. Harris has sold his house on 
Main street to Reuben Wilbur. It will 
be occupied by Otto Wilbur, who has 
moved from the Warren Stevens tene­
ment. ' - t
Mrs. W. S. Marble and family are at 
Dixfield for the winter.
Mrs. J. B. Marble left Monday morn­
ing for Portland.
George Snowman and William Nel­
son are shingling their buildings. C 
Berne Ellis is making extensive altera­
tions in his home on Allen street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Haldy and 
party are spending a few days at their 
camp at Sandy River pond.
Eel Grant returned to Kennebago a f­
ter spending a short time with his 
daughter, Mrs. Charles Cushman.
Mrs. Carl Hennings and daughter, 
Augusta, left Tuesday morning for a 
short visit at Phillips. Air. Hennings 
is on a hunting trip and will join her 
later.
Albert Carlton returned home Mon­
day night from Boston where he went j 
to carry a fine saddle horse recently j 
purchased of Ira Hoar by C W Lasell. I 
! Mrs. Hal Ellis and children have re­
turned from an extended visit with rel- | 
atives at Madison
The members of the Senior class. R. !
Look around arfd see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, s > pave a delightful Hallowe'en
* i party at the Grange hall Friday even-
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham- ing. The decorations were very appro­
priate, consisting of red, yellow, orange
mock or something else you don’t want.
W E S T  E N D
H O T E L .
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for I 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports ; 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork , 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl- J 
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, I 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American pl^n. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Beat Sport ¡men’s Hotel in New 
England. Best black ba§3 fishing in the world, 
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
P L E A S A N T IS LAN D  C A M P S
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled 
— Best of hunting—Special rates for 
Jun*1. September, October and Novem­
ber— W'rite for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker,
Pleasant Island,
Proprietor,
Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write 
for free circular
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
V IA  RUMFORD FALLS
_ Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing, 
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pine» House and Camps. Dobsi» Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good 
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for 
machines. From there one can take steamer to 
any part of the laae territory. The best hunt 
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful
HEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca-. 
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
duced as especially creepy and sugges- 
live of the hour, while fortunes were 
obtained from the witches’ kettle in 
charge of Mildred H mtobn, also were 
foretold in the witches’ tower by Susan 
Tibbetts. Much amusement, u , also 
furnished while bobbing f > apples and 
seeking future partnns by a candle 
and looking glass. Rena Quimby, Ar- 
viliLa Beau and Ida Pepper as Biluie- 
beard’s W ives and Omienta Corey, 
Cherrje Toothaker, Zelma Robertson, 
Susie Stewart, Irene Keimpton, Tih.el- 
rua Quimby, Hal Tibbetts and Herb­
ert Lamb as ghosts added to the 
“ creepiness”  of the assembled com­
pany. A  yrief program, song, Susie 
Tibbetts; piano solo, Bertha Russell; 
reading, Madeline Harnden, was en­
joyed, followed by a sociable, music 
for which was furnished by the Ran­
geley orchestra. The class feel 
very grateful to the orchestra mem­
bers, who so kindly gave their ser­
vices. Paunch and candy were on 
sale during the evening. About $21 
will be added to the treasury fund 
of the class of 1915 against the ex­
penses incident to the graduation ex­
ercises.
Miss W infred Hinkley, accompan­
ied by Dr. F. B. Cjolby leaves for 
Rochester, Minnesota, Wednesday 
morning, going by way of Montreal. 
Miss Hinkley goes t)o consult Mayo 
Brothers, who are eminent surgeons 
for a throat trouble. Miss Hinkley’s 
many friends hope for a permanent 
relief.
J. A. Russell and family enjoyed 
a trip to Phillips recently.
Isaac Mitchell is moving into the 
Furbish tenement on High street.
Mrs. Ara Ross was a recent visit­
or in Phillips.
Mrs. Ernest Sargent and two child­
ren of Rumford are guests of her 
mother ivfrs. Aim on Wilbur. /
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvander Hinkley 
and fam ily were in Strong Thursday.
Agis and Karl Oakes spent the 
recent holiday at Kennebago.
The Ladies’ class recently organi­
zed at the Baptist church will here­
after be designated as the Ladies’ 
Lakeside \League. The class num­
bers 21 members and a cordial in­
vitation is extended to every lady to 
join. The meetings are held in 
the Ladies’ Parlor and it is .hoped 
to make the meetings both profitable 
and interesting.
Tire teachers of tire Sunday school 
nW  Monday evening for instruction 
end to discuss topics pertaining, to 
the Sunday school, especially -with 
regard to increasing the membership. 
At the close of the session, a delic­
ious treat of fruit was served. An­
other teachers’ meeting will be held 
a w~ek from Monday evening.
Miss Prudence Richardson is sup­
plying Miss Hinkley’s place at the 
hank.
Miss Mtlen Raymond and Mbs.
Albert Duntr.n have been« on the sick 
list the past week.
Frank Giles returns to Portland 
Wednesday to resume work. He 
will be accompanied by hie sister, 
Mrs. I. D. Hoar, who goes for a few 
lays’ stay with friends.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
- A N D  LOG CAMPS.
~ , , - . -- Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
AJ ^ ress for Particulars W. G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
ROSE. ^Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. l^t to MRS. F. B. BURNS.
BIG RESULTS
FR O M  S M A L L  ADS.
EUSTIS
MANY ADVANTAGES OF SILOS
N ea re r Sum m er C onditions Are Main-
tained Throughout Y ear Greater 
W ill Be M ilk m a n ’s Gain.
With the advance of dairying natur­
ally comes the silo. Dairymen are 
well agreed that the dairy cow and 
the silo are inseparable. In summer 
nature provides the proper feed for 
our domestic animal, and the nearer 
that summer conditions can be main- 
tained throughout the year the great­
er will be the milkman’s success. For 
this reason where cattle or sheep are 
wintered silage is almost indispensa­
ble. It is green feed, preserved in 
nearly its natural condition for its 
winter feeding. In a way silage may 
be called a canned feed. It is un­
doubtedly as superior to dry feed for 
cattle as canned fruit is to dried fruit 
as food for man.
While fairly old in many states, the 
silo is comparatively new in the cen­
tral states. Naturally a few may be 
built that are not properly construct­
ed; hence good results cannot be ob­
tained. Of all farm buildings the silo 
is the one that needs the most careful 
construction, as the green corn will 
not keep in a poorly constructed silo. 
Before building the silo it is well to 
consider the different forms and 
styles of each, as well as the cost.
Whatever type of silo the farmer 
chooses to build, six things must 
strictly be observed:
The silo must be air tight, for 
where the air has access the silage 
will mold or decay, being in this re­
spect like canned fruit.
The inside of the silo should be 
smooth, so that the silage will settle 
evenly. Rough projection to the In­
ner wall will prevent this even set­
tling, thus causing dead air spaces, 
which will cause the surrounding si­
lage to spoil.
The walls of the silo should be 
strong, because the green feed is very 
heavy and packs down solidly. This 
creates a pressure that will burst the 
walls of a poorly constructed silo.
The silo should rest upon a solid 
foundation; otherwise the pressure 
will cause the silo to settle out of 
shape.
PRODUCTION OF CLEAN MILK
What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do 
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine
and black crepe paper, black cats, etc. 
The lierhte were furnished by various 
Jack o’-lanterns of artistic counte- 
nar ces. The Ghosts’ eye, witches’ 
booth and dead hand were all intrr -
the NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the 
Rangeley Trust Company of Rangeley, 
Maine, has been notified in writing that 
book of deposit number 377. issued by 
said bank, has been lost and that the 
owner desires to obtain duplicate 
thereof.
Rangeley Trust Company,
By H. A. Furbifih. Treas.
Rangeley, Maine. Oct. 8. 1914.
Nov. 2.
The ground was white with snow 
one day the last week.
Mrs. Omar Darrell has oom.e cut 
frem Biig Island Camps where she
lias been working for several months. 
She luas returned to her home at 
Stratton..
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller of Mad­
ison are in town. The former las 
been to Cihia.se Pond hunting and he 
secured a fine buck deer. Mrs. Mil- 
I ler is visiting her mother and sisters.
Warren. Dyer is working at Ledge 
J Falls for E. H. Look.
Quite a number in town attended 
| the pie sociable at the Pine Grove 
schoolihouse Friday night, October 30 
and reported a. good time.
Miiss Olive Taylor has returned 
heme frean Farmington where she 
hag been attending the Normal 
school.
Jack Parnell lias come out from 
Chain of Ponds, where fie has been 
guiding and returned to his hiccne at 
Stratton..
Miss Louise Sterry has .finite,lied 
working at The Sargent and bias 
gone t|o Stratton to visit her sister, 
Mrs. Bernard Taylor.
Wi.Mie Robbins has finished work­
ing at The Sargent and is at. Strat­
ton working for Bernard Taylor.
Mrs. George Ricker and eteiber, 
Mrs. Ciimt Meader and son visited 
Mrs. Phil Wyman one day the 
week.
Loss From Poor Raw Material Fur­
nished to Consumers Is Enormous 
— Dairyman Mu6t Improve.
‘‘ The health standpoint is not tb* 
only one to be ccBjddercJ fa  the pto- 
ductlon of dean milk,” says Prof. 0. 
C. Cunningham of the College of Ag­
riculture. Ohio State University, >n a 
new extension bulletin. "Butter and 
>other dairy products of Ohio would 
be greatly increased in value if clean, 
good flavored mifk and cream were 
always furnished creameries and 
cheese factories. The loss from poor 
raw material furnished to condenser- 
ies, city milk plants and ice cream 
factories is enormous. It is impossf- 
blé to produce from poor raw mater­
ial the best finished product, for which 
the best price can be secured. To 
obtain this good raw product, dairy­
men must produce it under clean con­
ditions and keep it clean and cold un­
til it reaches the consumer or the 
factory.” In this bulletin on the sub­
ject of “ The Production of Clean 
Milk,” Professor Cunpingbam has 
taken up the discussion of the bacteria 
of milk, how they get into it. how 
they may be kept out and how their 
multiplication is prevented.
past
IMPROVED DASH FOR CHURNS
Advantage Gained Is a Container to 
Lift Butter-Out When the Churn­
ing Is Completed.
The accompanying cut Illustrates an 
improved churn dash for the common 
dash churn. The advantage gained is 
a container to lift the butter out when 
the churning is completed, and a more
Improved Churn Dash.
rapid and efficient medium for wo 
ing the milk from thé butter, writ 
Omer C. Ilef, in Popular Electrici 
The ohly restriction in connect! 
with this idea is that the dash mi 
be large enough to hold all the butte 
otherwise, some must remain on t 
outside.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL 
IS ORGANIZED
Costume Recital Under Auspices 
of Knights of Pythias.
(Special C orrespondence.)
Strong, November 2.— Mrs. Helen 
Hanley Mrs. Warren Look of 
Vineyard cadle<l »on friend« Sun­
day-
Clarence Ta*h visited his sister, 
jdre. Melvin Huff Saturday.
Horatio Luce, son Neil, P. D. 
Stuiibe and Verne Richardson went 
to WaterviUe Saturday to attend 
tte foot bail game between Univer- 
jjty of Maine and Waterville.
Hr. and Mrs. B. T. Stanley from 
ffBtjon are visiting Mr. and Mrs. D.
E, Leighton.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Turner of 
yew Vineyard cadded on friends Sun­
day.
George R. Winslow and Austin Gib- 
Ban of Wilton were guests of J. E.
Winslow and family; alejb called on 
other friends.
Miss Clarice Flint and Ella Fuller­
ton who attended tlie Teachers’ Con­
vention in Portland returned home 
Sunday afternoon.
Principal Vincent l^ottlle was in 
Farmington a few days last week.
C. V. Starbird and son Raymond 
and Gene Dickey was in WaterviUe1 
Saturday on business. Raymond at­
tended the foot bail) game.
Rev. T. B. Bitier preached a very 
interesting sermon Sunday.
Frank Brack ley is -soon to move 
his family into the lower rent of 
Edgar McPhail’-s h(ouee for the 
hvinter.
,Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son 
Raymond and Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny 
called at the lióme of Orren Brackley 
and son Carrol. They were much 
interested in the working of their 
new milking machine.
Bert Richardson is gaining, but 
not able to be in his store yet.
Mrs-. J. C. Winslow and Miss Flor- 
ic were in Farmington Thursday on 
business.
J. H. Ramsdell has swapped \ his 
house in the village for the fartm 
owned by Mr. and Mrs. George Web-
SELLING OUT SALE
at M. H. Blaisdell’s, Farmington, Me.
Don’t get the idea that this is only a clearing up sale. I 
am going out of business and everything in stock must be 
sold regardless of cost, including all store fixtures.
Just a few  of the many bargains
$3.50 and $4.00 Shoes, $2.49
Ladies’ Tan Rubbers, .85, reduced to .49 
All Shoes and Rubbers at Great Bargains,
.50 and .75 Dress Goods, .37
Hamburgs and Laces at half price 
New let of $3.50 Men’s Mackinaw Coats, $2.49 
New lot of $3.00 Boys’ and Girls’ Mackinaw Coats, $1.99
Now is the time to get your supply o f winter goods
M. H. BLAISDELL.
FARMINGTON, ME.
Store Open Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Evenings
Safeguard your health by check­
i n g  your colds at the very first 
sign of sneeze, hoarseness or 
cough, if  you don’t want more 
serious illness.
Preble’s
White Pine and Tar I
has stood the test o f time, has 
cured more coughs than any other 
remedy we know of. Has a 
pleasant taste. Gives quickest 
possible relief to all coughs, colds, 
throat and bronchial affections.
It is powerful enough to conquer 
a hard cold and mild enough not 
to harm the system in any way.
PREBLE’S OLD CORNERS DRUG STOR1-*
The Store
Open Sundays from Eleven until One.
ster formerly the Luther McKeen 
place. {
Myron Withierell is gaining slowly 
from his severe sickness.
Charles Richards, who is lumbering 
in the Dead River region has been 
out liome a few days1.
Mrs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips 
called on friends recently.
Dan Walker of Wilton was a cal­
ler in town recently.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet this 
week with Mrs. George Will. They 
have a picnic supper and the gentle­
men are invited. They hope all 
will be present. ,
It looks as though we were soon 
to have electric lights, as the village 
is about all wired and several fairnil- 
ies have their houses wired.
Charles Turner and Henry Mitchell 
who are working in Ny>rth Anson 
spent the week end with their fam­
ilies.
Leonard Hackett, son Roland and 
Frank Simpson were callers in town 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hitchcock ac­
companied the remains of his father, 
William Hitchcock, w!N> died at their 
home in Auburn. They had a Short 
service at the grave attended by 
Rev. T . B. Bitler. Mr. Hitchcock 
was* formerly a native of Strong.
Blaine Beal of Phillips called on 
hi* brother Bradford and famiy Sun­
day.
Frank Butler and family of Far­
mington were callers in town re­
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrage hav 
returned to their hojn© in. Everett, 
Mass., after spending a few weeks 
Hvi-tih her father, Mr. H. J. Bate* and 
other relatives.
Miss Anna Norton attended the 
Teachers’ Convention in Portland lias 
week.
News has been, received of the 
birth of a eon to Mrs. -Frank Gold­
smith, nee Bessie Hunter. Their 
many friends extend congratulations.
The members of the Congregation- 
al'st church have organized a Sunday 
school. The first session to open 
November 14. It is hoped there 
will be a good attendance.
'Mrs. W. A. Bradford is on the 
sick list. Ethel Rounds has charge 
of her school during her absence.
The K. of P. order had a baked 
bean siujKper Monday, October 26, 
followed by a costume recital given 
by Mrs. Blanche Harrington Sampsoi 
1 assisted by Miiss Elzie Oldhatm, pian­
ist; George Mosher violinist; Arthur 
Sampson clarion etist.
Trio
In Indian Costume,
(a) Hiawatha’s Childhood,
(d) The Famine, Longfellow,
Mrs. Sam<pso
Piano Solo
(a) To the Evening Star, 
from “ Tannhäuser.”
(d) Poliish Dance, Miss Oldham 
In Puritan Costume
The Sailing of the Mayflower,
Mrs. Sampson 
Overture-—Golden Sceptre 
Trio
In Colonial Costume,
The Minuet, Mrs. Sampson
Clarionet Solo— Rocked in the
Craddle of the Deep, Mr. Sampson 
Costume of the 60’s,
Music on the Rappahannock,
Mrs. Sampson 
Grand American Fantasia 
Trio
Modern Costume,
Miranda on Temperamental Dress, 
Mrs. Sampson
Dance of the Stars,
Trio. < T I
It was a fine entertainment and 
much appreciated by all.
One o f the Italian*, who is work­
ing on the state road died very sud­
denly Monday morning. The body 
was taken, in charge by Undertaker 
Harry Chandler and taken to Far­
mington for burial. It I® stated he 
has a wife and several children in 
Italy.
Mrs. Lidia O’Connor and son 
Frances are visiting her father, Lin­
coln Worthley and family.
Leslie Stuinchfield met with a bad 
accident, getting hit in the eye. He 
was taken to Dr. C. W. Bell's hospi­
tal and given immediate attention and 
later taken by Dr. Belli to Portland.
Mr. James Hunter and Mrs. Anna 
Bates were married at her home on 
Main street Sunday evening, Novem­
ber 1. The ceremony was very im­
pressively performed by Rev. T. B. 
Bitler, pastor cvf the Congregation­
al let cihurdh.
Miss Bessie Burns was in Far­
mington a few days on business last 
j week.
DEVELOPING-THE YOUNG COW
To Establish Long M ilk in g  Propensity  
Dairym an M ust Be Persistent 
in M ilk in g  H eifer.
If you wisji to establish a long milk­
ing propensity you must be persistent 
in milking the heifer after her first 
calf. It is then that the habit of a 
long or Bhort milking period is formed. 
Dry her up at seven or eight months, 
and it is difficult ever after to get her 
to milk for 10 months. For this rea­
son keep on milking her for 10 or 11 
months, no matter how little milk you 
may get. ,This is the Danish method 
of making large and persistent milk­
ers, and it is the only practical way. 
To obtain gentle cows there is nothing 
like raising them yourself. The cow 
seems to partake of the disposition of 
her keeper. No dairyman can afford 
to have a man in his stable who is 
rough and quick tempered. A cow 
that is abused will not give much 
milk. If the heifer is thrifty and well 
developed she may be served when 18 
months of age, and will then drop her 
first calf when two and a quarter 
years old. If served much beyond this 
period she is apt to acquire the habit 
of putting her food into flesh—and not 
into milk. It is well to delay the com­
ing of the second calf for the few 
months longer than is usual In the ma­
ture cow. This gives the young cow 
a better chance to develop, as there is 
not the extra tax on her during the 
heaviest flow of milk.
The Danish and North Holland 
dairymen lay great stress on the im­
portance of manipulating the udder, 
teats and milk veins. ThiB consists 
of rubbing the udder with the hands 
and the milk veins under the stomach 
once or twice a week from calfhood 
up to the time she drops her first calf. 
This handling enlarges and lengthens 
the teats and gives greater capacity 
to the udJer. Th<i young heifer so 
handled becomes very docile and 
when she calves she will allow you to 
gently rub her udder and draw the 
milk. The heifer’s udder a few days 
after calving is swollen and inflamed 
and often painful. The young cow 
is nervous and excited. Let the calf 
remain with the cow, and after the 
calf has sucked gently milk her out 
clean. The relief thus given will quiet 
her and she will not offer to kick. The 
kicking cow Is not born; she is made 
so by the milk. We have for a num­
ber of years followed this method and 
It has been very satisfactory.
METHOD OF SKIMMING CREAM
Sim ple Solution of Problem  Has Been 
Afforded by a Sm all Separator 
fo r Use In K itchen.
With the almost universal use of 
bottles as milk containers, by dairy­
men, ‘the skimming of cream has be­
come an added problem in the average 
household. A simple solution of this 
has been afforded by a small separa­
tor made for kitchen use, says Popu-
Separator Draw s Cream  From M ilk  
Bottle.
lar Mechanics. The instrument is In 
the form of a tabe and is supplied 
with a valve at the bottom, which 1» 
opened and claeed by means of a con­
necting wire. As tha tube »{inserted 
into a milk hottl« the thumb is raised 
*-o cr«n the v&lwe, allowing the cream 
to enter.
Sincerity  Above A ll.
Be resolutely and faithfully what 
you are. Be humbly what you aspire 
to be. Man’s notable gift to man is 
his sincerity, for it embraces his in­
tegrity also.—Henry D. Thoreau.
TRY THIS FOR YOUR COUGH
Thousands of people keep coughing 
because unable to get the right rem­
edy’ Coughs are caused by Inflamma­
tion of Throat and Bronchial Tubes. 
What you need is to soothe this lnflam 
mation. Take Dr. King’s New Dis­
covery, it penetrates the delicate mu­
cous lining, raises the Phlegm and 
quickly relieves the congested mem­
branes. G^t a 50c bottle from your 
druggist. “ Dr. King’s New Discovery 
quickly and completely stopped my 
cough,” writes J. R Watts, Floydale, 
Texas. Money back if not satisfied, 
but it nearly always helps.
RHEUMATISM GOES 
IF H00JTS IS USED
The genuine old reliable Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla corrects the acid condi­
tion of the blood and builds up the 
whole system. It  drives out rheuma­
tism because it cleanses the blood.
It  has been successfully used for 
forty years in many thousands o f 
eases the world over.
There is no better remedy for skin 
and blood diseases, for loss o f appe­
tite, rheumatism, stomach and kid­
ney troubles, general debility and all 
ills arising from impure, impover­
ished, devitalized blood.
It  is unnecessary to suffer. Start 
treatment at once. Get a bottle o f 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla from your near­
est druggist. You will be pleased 
with the results.
TORY HILL
Nov. 1
The fall term of school in the 
Cus! man district taught by Mis® 
Patia Moores closed last Friday for 
a week’s vacation. Saturday even- 
ii g they gave an entertainment, 
w) lich was well attended, over 50 
being present. After the entertain­
ment fortunes were told by Mis® 
Marion Smith, dres«ed as a witch, 
wl ich caused muck merriment. After 
every one who cared to know their 
fortune had made the witch a call 
a repast of pumpkin pies, doughnuts, 
apples and popcorn were served. 
The school consists of 18 scholars, 
the only one of the number not be­
ing absent at all for the term was 
Leaon Moore age 6 years. The pro­
gram which was well rendered by 
the children, follows:
The Leave®, five children
Pumpkin Promises, Kenneth S(miith
Witch Hazel’s Party, Edna Moore 
The Brownies, Marion Sedgeiey
Th- Bees, El win, Barker
An Autumn Day, Lucille Sedgeiey
October, Annette Barker
The Farmer and his Wife,
Lena Moore
Jack-o-lant rn®, Elsie Sedgeiey
Tableau
What a Boy Can Do, Kenneth Smith 
Autumn Days, Edna Moore
Song
Deacon Slocum and his Oxen,
Maurice Sedgeiey 
The Boy That Laughs,
Lucille Sedgeiey 
Freddie Chick 
Lucille Mitchell 
Brwito Moore 
School
'The Corn Song,
October Nights, 
j October,
Poem,
Will Hood and Fred Smith each 
! shot a fine deer Last Saturday morn­
ing just back of Fred Smith’s house.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Toothaker
i visited Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates 
recently.
! Mrs. William. Moores and daugh­
ter, Patia, narrowly escaped a ser- 
, ious accident last Saturday, when 
: on their way to Phillips village. The 
! breeching gave way on Tory Hill, a 
; short distance above Geo. Voter’s 
sap house, Letting the wagon onto 
: the horses heels, frightening it and 
, it ran at a rapid rate until stopped 
by W ill Hinkly, who happened to 
be at the t|op of the hill by Mr. 
Voter’s house and on hearing the 
cries of the woman, and seeing tho 
team ccming, took his horse whip 
and running back toward them suc­
ceeded in stopping the horse before 
any damagb, except a severe fright 
was done.
Howard Gates and Muss Marion 
Sargent vis ted his parents, Mr. and 
Airs. W. E. Gates over Sunday. Miisa 
Edna Gates, wl o has been working 
in KlngfieJd for some time has fin­
is! ed her work there and returned 
home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tozier went 
to Haverhill, Mass., last Friday, 
where they expect to »pend the 
winter. The neghbors were 
very sorry to lose them from 
midst, as their year spent with 
has been very pleasant and 
shall all miss them very much.
Harold Abbott and Henry Walker 
are doing the threshing on the Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Grover visited 
Mrs. Grover’s brother and family, 
Dana Stinchfield, one day last week. 
They are also visOtmg her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. John Stinchfield and 
other relatives for a time.
We were very sorry to learn of 
the fire that destroyed Chas. Hut­
chins & Lion’s mill, near Berlin 
Mill® last Saturday and much sympa­
thy is felt for them in their loss.
all
our
us
wie
D aily  O ptim istic T h o u g h t  
Great talent finds its happiness la 
cecution.
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ORGANIZATION
AS TOWNSHIP
Hallow Ee'n Masque Ball Under 
Managemeut of Senior Class.
(Specia l Correspondence.)
Kingfield, Noviettffiber 2.— Miss Edna 
Gates returned to her home in Phil­
lips (Saturday. She lias been work­
ing for Mrs. A. G. Winter.
Miss Hazel Cush man is at home 
from Boston.
MI®® Daisy Williamson’s • school 
closes Friday for a vacation of one 
week, which she will pass with her 
[parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. William- 
sjon.
Mildred Williamson, Agnes Porter 
and Die,yd Williamson were at North 
Freedman one day last week and 
visited the school taught by Daisy 
Williamson.
Mrs. H. S. Wing and Miss Mary 
T,homas have been stopping at the 
cottages at Carrabasset for a week. 
Thursday Mrs. Carl York was there.
Mrs. Ella Ransom of Norwich, 
Conn,, is the guest of her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner P. Winter and 
brother, H. G. Winter and family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Winter and 
son Bm.il were away on a hunting 
trip the Last of (the week.
Delmont Durrell went tyo Flagstaff 
Thursday, where he will scale with 
J. E. Voter for the S. D. Warren 
Paper Company.
Rupert Hobson of Conway, N. H., 
who. is a student in the Abbott 
school at Farmington, visited his 
cousin, Mrs. Jjohn Thomas over Sun­
day.
George Townsend raised this year 
4000 bushels of potatoes on 20 acres 
of land, which is a better yield than 
last year, when he raised 7000 bush­
els on 40 acres. He has already 
stored in liis potato house one half 
c.f his crop and is looking f|or stor­
age for nearly all of the balance. 
He will not sell at present as he be­
lieves the prices will be higher later. 
Mr. Townsend also lias 50 acres of 
oats which lie estimates will yield 
2000 bushels.
Mt. Abram Dodge, F. & A. M. held 
a special meeting Thursday evening 
tlo work the M. M. degree on two 
candidates. There was a banquet.
There were four inches of sn/ow 
Tuesday at Huston Brook.
A meeting of the Ladies’ Aid of 
the Universalist church was held 
Wednesday at the vestry. This so­
ciety is making preparations for 
their annual fair to l»e held the 
first cf December.
The monthly meeting of the Wom­
an’s Christian Temperance Unij'on was 
held Thursday afternoon with, Mrs, 
Ellen Pullen with an attendance cf 
16. The program consisted of scrip­
ture reading and prayer by the chap­
lain, Mbs. Jane Davidson, music by 
the audience, reading by Mrs. A. J. 
Hunnewell. On account of Thanks­
giving the last Thursday in Novem­
ber, the next meeting will be held in 
three weeks or November 19 at the 
home of Rev. Anna P. Bailey. The 
following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: President, Rev.
Anna P. Bailey; secretary, Alice Dur­
rell; treasurer, Delia Hunnewell. It 
was decided to hold a Union meeting 
November 9, at the Baptist church. 
Mrs. Ef.fie Hutchins was appointed 
chairman of the committee for the 
¡program.
The regular meeting of Carrabasset 
Rebekah Dodge was held Wednes­
day evening with a good attendance. 
This meeting clo,&es the membership 
contest.
William McMullen c.f Brockton is 
visiting his» mother, Mrs. Maggie Mc-; 
Mullen for a few days.
T. B. Tague’s crew of men are 
pressing several lfots of bay in town, 
among the number are E.-E. Tufts, 
A. E. Savage, John Quint and O. 
C. Dolbiar.
Ralph Ranger of Wilton, who has 
been visiting Hazen and Frank Al- 
■•ward fior ten days returned home 
Wednesday. The last four days of 
his stay Ranger and Hazen Alward 
passed at Huston Brook, where HaV 
en’s father. J. H. Alward is working. 
The young men returned to town Wed­
nesday with a deer and two par­
tridges.
Hazen Alward went to Portland 
Saturday to attend Gray’s Business 
College. He was accompanied by his 
mother, Mrs. J. If. Alward, who will 
remain in that city for several days.
Mrs, P. Butts, Mrs. C. C. Barden 
and Mrs. Augusta Parker passed the 
day Mtonday at Hillcrest, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Winter.
Mrs. Willis Bennett of Boston, who 
has been visiting her mother-in Law, 
Mrs. Susan Bennett for sotrne time, 
returned home Last week. Mrs. Ben­
nett, wl:io has been with, her daugh­
ter, Mrs. Ed Page for more til an a 
year, accompanied her daughter-in- 
law home and will remain for the 
present with her son and family.
Geo. H. Winter moved home Tues­
day from Hilloreat, where they have 
spent the summer.
Mrs. Ed Page and soq Harold re­
turned from Poland last week. They 
have been at Poland Springs for the 
summer. Mr. Page is expected home 
&o(on.
Mrs. Grade Larson, and two sons 
of Boston, have been visiting her 
father, Cilia®. Oliver. M»r. and Mrs. 
Oliver, Mrs. Darson and sons and 
the chauffeur, Mr. Preaiito took an 
auto trip to Rangaliey, Sunday and to 
Fa*"'*'iiigton Tuesday.
The Stanley High school elected 
the following of the K. H. S. Record 
for the ensuing year: Editorial staff, 
Mass Florence Cummings, editor-in- 
chief; Miss Barbara Benson, Assis­
tant editor; Deland Page, Alumni edi­
tor; Miss Sylvia Woodcock, Ginger 
Jar Editor; Roland Stevens, Athlet­
ic Editor; Miss Don Carville, Ex­
change Editor; Miss Dilda Durrell, 
Docal Editor. Business stglff, Dana 
Tufts, Busiinese Manager; F. Roland 
French, Assistant Manager.
Ralph Gilman came from Portland 
Saturday night to join his wife at the 
home of H. S. Wing. Mr. and Mrs. 
Gilman will remain for some time, 
visiting relatives here and in Phil­
lips.
S. J. Wyman was in Augusta re­
cen tly  to attend a meeting of Demo­
crats.
Harold Boynton is again clerking a 
the Jenkins &■ Bogert Company’s 
store.
Chas Oliver’s crop of potatoes this 
year is 1000 bushels.
Mrs. E. E. Jenkins has returned 
from Portland, where she has been 
for several months for medical treat­
ment, and is much improved in 
health.
Signal Eight Chapter, O. E. S. en­
tertained the Farmingtjon Chapter 
Tuesday evening, October 27. About 
30 members of the latter chapter 
came in eight autos. Following the 
regular ritualistic work and initiation, 
a banquet of cjoLd meats, mashed po­
tatoes, hot rolls, coffee, ice cream 
and cake, was served in the banquet 
hall which was prettily decorated in 
evergreen for the occasion.
Oscar Mioores got an 8-point buck 
at Soules Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ames have gone 
to Soules Mills to work flor H. P. 
Wood in his lumber camps.
At a special meeting of Carrabas­
set Rebekah Dodge for initiation, ten 
new members were received into the 
lodge. They were, on the Yellow 
side: Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Eldridge, 
Mrs. Isaac Durrell. Miss» Dll la Dur­
rell, Mrs. Rose Duce, George Ham­
den, Mrs. Jennie McDeary; on the 
Pink side: Miss Carr’ e Gilbert, Frdnk 
Nutting, John Barslow. There were 
fifty-one present including the foil- 
lowing gues»ts: Mrs. Joshua Jack­
son, Mr. and M rs. Herm an Dish ernes 
Edwin Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Car­
rol Danders. Refreshments of as­
sorted candies, grapes, apples and 
bananas were served.
The following teachers attended 
the annual convention o f the Maine 
Teachers’ Association at Portland: 
Mrs». Blanche Small, Miss Nellie 
Greenleaf, Miss Amnaih Famum, Miss 
Amy Noyes, Principal Arthur Smith. 
Others of the townspeople who went 
were-Mis® Delia Hunnewell and Miss 
Dou Carville.
The fourth annual Hallowe’en Mas­
que was held at Franck's hall Friday 
evening, October 30 and liad a larg­
er attendance than on preious years. 
There were 225 spectators and 45 
couple en masque. Under the man­
agement of the Senior class the hall 
presented a very Hallowe'en-like as­
pect. The light in the lower hall 
was shaded with a jack-o-Jantem 
pumpkin face with the word “ En­
trance” for a mouth. At the fdlot of 
the stairs were stationed two gnolm.es, 
Kendric Libby and Emil Winter, 
dressed in black and yellow, with 
faces on backs of heads;, who es­
corted masked ladies tlo the dress­
ing room, up second flight. Over the 
stage, from the end of each chande­
lier and resting on the lamp brack­
ets were Bogie Men in orange, green 
and black done in water colors. The 
electric Igihts were draped in orange 
crepe paper with evergreen vines. 
There was a pretty grouping of potted 
plants arranged on each end of the 
platform and the foot Lights were 
draped in orange crepe paper pump­
kins. In the left front comer of the 
hall was an evergreen bough booth 
for the sale Of the Hox supper tick­
ets, in charge of Carlton, Weed K. 
H. S. ’15. In the rear and left of 
tine hall was the greeiiD and white 
booth for the saile of ice cream and 
doffee, in charge of Mrs. Estelle 
Tufts, Mrs. A. E. Savage and Esther 
Savaige. This booth consisted cf 
three white arches draped with green, 
over the center of each, arch was 
a black owl in water colors and be­
tween twere pumpkin faces. This booth 
was arranged by TheHma Fr6n,ch '17, 
chairman, Barbara Benscn «’16, Syl­
via Woodcock ’16, Dou Carville '17, 
Esther Savage ’17. In the rear 
right hand coner was the candy 
bebth which was completely covered 
with black: cat sunflowers in orange 
and green crepe paper with black 
water colors of cats’ faces. A large 
witch adorned the table and on the 
frlont were several witches. The 
committee here were Emma Dolbier 
’17, chairman,. Apphia Stanley ’17, 
Clarice Weymouth ’17, Eva Thomas 
’17 and Ducile Vose ’17. The “ weird 
tower” was at the right of the stage 
and had an entrance of black crepe 
paper strips with skull and cross 
blones at each corner. The seeker 
after knowledge of his honoscope 
first received a shower bath freon 
wet black cloth festoons, then pro­
ceeded up a short flight of stairs 
and around a jiharp turn where real 
skulls and bones on the table and 
floor and the dim witch tower all 
draped in black with decorations of 
skulls and cross bones greeted him 
and Mrs. Happie Simmons, costumed 
as a witch foretold the future for a 
nickel. This attraction as well as 
the bough booth was arranged and i ‘. 
charge of the Seniors, Cloyd Small, 
Dena Page, Mabel Gatchell, Philip 
Porter, Carlt/on Wood, Hilda Bradbury 
Dilla Durrell, Florence Cummins8. 
Shirley Merchant. The grand march, 
en masque was led by Harry Tufts 
and partner, this was followed by a 
waltz and tucker after which, the 
crowd unmasked; then followed eight­
een dances and gatm.es in which 
seventy-five couples totok part. Music 
was furnished by Peerless orchestra 
of four pieces. Among the striking 
costumes noticed were B. M. Dander 
a® a Jew, C. H. Boyle and Miss 
Thelma Waterhouse as the country 
couple whlo did the tango a"d other 
new dances in center o f floor, Ber­
nard Doyle as Uncle Rube, Miss Duc­
ile Vose and Miss Shirley Merchant, 
as Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth 
dressed in plush and gold lace with 
long trains, Mrs. A. C. Woodard and 
Mrs. W. D. French as. nuns, Clifford 
Stevens as a Brownie, Miss Emima 
Dolbier as a bride, Miss Marie Mer­
chant as a Western girl. Mis® Wil- 
mer Woodard as a school girl, Mrs. 
Newell Batchelder and Charlie Dol- 
hier as an old fat Mammy and pick­
aninny, Miss Ada Smith dressed all 
in newspapers, Mrs. Dizzie Cole and 
Miss Alice Jeffers as scrub wfomen 
looking for work, wearing placards, 
Miss Deua Page, Miss Hilda Brad­
bury, Mis® Mabel Gatchell, Mrs, H. 
A. Tufts, Miss Esther Alward and 
Miss Mildred WilLamson as clowns 
in black and figured blue, green, red, 
etc., also fag biriis, several Japanese 
girls, Red RidLnghocd, Indians, Gyp­
sies policemen and darkies. The 
net proceeds were $45.
One hundred years ago Saturday, 
November 7, 1814, citizens of King- 
field petitioned the Degislature of 
Massachusetts for organization as a 
township in the fallowing manner: 
“ To the Honorable the Senate and 
House of Representatives of the 
Ccmmouwealth of Massachusetts' in 
General Court assembled
Humbly Sheweth,
The subscribers inhabitants of 
Plantation Number Three, first Rang 
of Township west side of Kennebec 
river, Binghams purchase that they 
labour under many disadvantages by 
reason of their unincorporated state, 
as many are doubtful as tio the pow­
er vested in plantations by the sev­
eral laws relative to the same, they 
therefore pray that they [may be 
incorporated into a town by the name
It Really Does Relieve Rheumatism
Everybody who is afflicted with Rheu­
matism in any form should by all 
means keep a bottle of Sloan's Lini­
ment on hand. The minute you feel 
pain or soreness in a joint or muscle, 
bathe it with Sloan’s Liniment. Do 
not rub it. Sloan’s penetrates almost 
immediately right to the seat of pain, 
relieving the hot, tender, swollen feel­
ing and making the part easy and com­
fortable. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Lini­
ment for 25c of any druggist and have 
it in the house—against colds, sore and 
swollen oints, rheumatism, neuralgia, 
sciatica and like ailments. Your money 
back if not satisfied, but it does give 
almost instant relief.
of Kingfield, bounded stouth by New 
Portland and Freeman, west by Num­
ber four in the first Range, north, by 
Number three in the second Range, 
east by Number two first Range, the 
same as laii'd down, in a plan of the' 
same from an actual survey made by 
Solciman Adam®, esq., ,of Torrington 
tbe »aid township measures six miles 
¡one hundred ;ind forty rods from east 
to west and six miles from north to 
south, a® in duty bound will ever 
pray.
K ingfe ld , November 7, 1814.
(Signed)—Nathl. Dudley, Z— Usher, 
Lewis Mower, John Knapp, Nathl.
Gilbert, Jr., Stephen Lane, John 
Stevens, Caleb Stevens, Isaiah Wood, 
Simcjcn Knapp, John Stevens», John 
Thcmpson, Joseph, Tufts, Jacob Phil­
lips, Ebenezer Reed, Benjamin Trask, 
Gilman Dudley, John M. Dutton, Benj. 
Fillebrown, Nathan Wend, Nathaniel 
Barn«.”  However the town was not 
incorporated until January 24, 1816 
when an act was passed to establish 
the town of Kingfield In the county 
of Somerset, state of Massachusetts.
S ick  C h ild  en M a d e  W e ll
Every mother likes to see her child­
ren the picture Of health and vitality.
I find that the stomach is a 
source of constant trouble 
to some children and there 
is a constant need of some 
safe remedy. A disordered 
stomach, too, frequently 
breeds worms, either stfcm-
Trade Mark ach worms or pinworms.
You can absolutely depend upon Dr. 
True’s Elixir to expel worms and tone 
up the stomach, bowels and general 
health.
Dr. True’a Elixir, the discovery of my father 
has been on the market for over 60 years That’s 
proof of its efficiency. Get the time-tried Dr. 
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm 
Expeller. Good for adults also. A t  your dealer’s, 
85c, 50c and $1 00- Advice free. Special treat­
ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
P R O B A T E  N O T IC E S .
A t a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and 
for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday 
of October, in the year of our Lord one thou­
sand nine hundred and fourteen.
The following matters having been presented for 
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is 
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all persons in­
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Maine 
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said 
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court 
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues­
day of Nov. A. D. 1914, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Bezar B. Harvey, late of Strong, deceased; pe­
tition for distribution presented by Philip D. 
Stubbs, executor.
William Coffren, ward, of Phillips; third ac­
count of guardianship presented by Cony Hoyt, 
guardian.
Ida M. Hinkley of Rangeley, petition for 
change of name, presented by Ida M. Hinkley.
Sarah J. Willis. late of Strong, deceased, peti- 
iori for distribution presented by Nathan E. 
Willis, administrator.
Benjaniin P. McKeen, late of Strong, deceased, 
petition for license to sell real estate, presented 
by Kenneth A. Rollins, administrator.
_ Levi J. Blaisdell. late of Weld, deceased, peti­
tion for administration, presented by Charles H. 
Blaisdell, of Drummond, in the state of Wiscon­
sin.
Aune Hutchins, late of Eustis. deceased, peti­
tion for administration presented by Frank B. 
Hutchins.
William H. H. Small, late of Kingfield, de­
ceased. will and petition for probate thereof, and 
administration with wilt annexed, presented by 
Mary E. Small.
Ada L. Hunter, late of Phillips, deceased, will 
and petition for probate thereof presented by 
Edith M. Hunter, the executrix named therein.
Joseph N. Parker, late of Kingfield, deceased, 
first account of administration presented by Au ­
gusta G. Parker, executrix.
Benjamin P. McKeen, late of Ltrong, deceased, 
first account of administration presented by Ken­
neth A. Rollins, administrator.
Thomas M. Parker, late of Phillips, deceased, 
second account of administration presented by 
Cheney E. Parker, administrator.
Thaddeus R. Barker, late of Phillips, deceased, 
fitst account of administration presented by J. 
Blaine Morrison, executor.
. Willard T. Beedy. late of Phillips, deceased, ] 
first account of administration presented by J. 
Blaine Morrison, administrator.
J. H. Thompson. Judge of said Court.
A  true copy.
Attest: Sumner P. Mills. Register.
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has 
been duly appointed Executor of the last will and 
testament of
Julia A. Warren, late of Phillips, 
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- i 
mands against the estate of said deceased are de­
sired to present the same for settlement, and all 
indebted thereto are requested to make payment 5 
immediately.
J. Blaine Morrison.
. October 20, 1914.
Dr, Mary S. Croswell,
FARMINGTON, MAINE.
G eneral P ra ctic e
of O s te o p a th y
SPECIALIST
•>
•( Surgery and Treatment of Ear, 
Nose and Throat
A Office hours, 9-12.30; 1.30-4.30
Dr. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evenings t 
appointment.
A R E C O R D
is kept of every lens and mounting 
which I prescribe, thereby enabling me 
to furnish exact duplicates without 
delay.
F R A N K  F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
NEW SHARON, - MAINE.
.................... ............  *4»No. Franklin 
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.
Monuments, Headstones, 
Tablets, Mantle Shelves, 
and
Cemetery Work o f all Kinds
Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop,
PH ILL IPS , - ME.
All orders by mail or in person 
promptly attended to.
Phillips Hardware Co,
Headquarters for every, 
thing in the hardware line. 
Lumbermen's Supplies, - 
Blacksmiths' Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware, 
Plumbing Goods, Sporting Gooda, 
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
Now is the time to do spring Painting, 
Repairing, etc.
We buy for the lowest 
Spot Cash prices, and give 
our customers the benefit of 
same.Phillips Hardware Co.
Puffs, - <■
Mattresses, 
Pillows.
ALSO
Furniture of All Kinds
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips, - Maine
and
STRONG - MAINE.
C O A L
Wholesale and Retail 
Leave your orders early for next 
winter's supply. For prices apply toBEAL & McLEARY,
Office at Phillips Station.
5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp 
wood wanted, delivered at any station 
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. 
between Farmington and Rangeley and 
between Strong and Salem.A. W. McLeary, Phillips, Me.
E. C. Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.
P h il l ip s ,  Maine
Both 'Phones
D. R. R O S S
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
P H I L L I P S , -  - - - MAINE 
•--------------------------------------------- --— -
J. B L A IN E  M ORRISON
Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insurai«
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR
Pulpwood , delivered at 
any point on line of Spndy 
River and Rangeley Lakes 
Railroad.
H A L E Y  & FIELD  
Phillips, Maine
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  MAINE, N O V E M B E R  5, 1914. 11
Brighten Your Home 
And Make It More 
Attractive.
For This Purpose 1 
Great Variety Á t
S T R O N G
illllllllllllilllllllllll
Beaded Âpron Tunic in a Party Gown
REED’S MILLiái!i!iilll| l|| !Í!iil!ll!!iiiiii!iiii;'':;'?TTi7'
ENOUGH LIGHT- 
AT LAST
T H* -R ayo lamp gives a big, clear, steady ligh t, w ithou t  
smoke or smell. You can pay more for a lamp, but 
you cannot get a better light than the R A  YO  gives. 
The R A  YO  is gracefully designed and built to 
last. It is easy to light, easy to clean, and easy 
to rewick.
Dealers everywhere carry the RA  YO.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
N E W  Y O R K  
B U F F A L O
Principal Starions
áiUULií
m im i*
StecuX&
A L B A N Y
BO STO N
HALTER FOR COW OR HORSE
O B I T U A R Y
illustration Shows C onvenient M ethod  
of Using Piece of Rope fo r Lead  
W ith o u t C utting .
It Is often convenient to take a piece 
of rope and without cutting It or us­
ing rivets or binding splices with 
twine, make a complete halter for 
horse or cow with leading rope at­
tached. The first diagram shows the 
rope with two loops made—one to
MRS. H U L D A H  E T T A  S E A R LE S
November 2.
Messrs. Warren Young and Evan 
Webber are among the lucky hunters, 
having secured a small deer recently.
Miss Bessie Crowell gave us a most 
excellent sermon Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hathaway and 
Master Glenn and Mrs. Minnie Packard 
of Wilton, Messrs. Harry Fisher and 
Wendall Phillips of Massachusetts 
were dinner guests at F. H. Hatha­
way’s recently. They came in Mr. 
Fisher’s White touring car.
Miss Mertie Heath is enjoying a trip 
to Pennsylvania with her aunt, Mr©. 
Dora Jones. They will be guests while 
there of Mrs. Jones’ brother, Ed 
Heath.
H. J. Wing made a trip to Rangeley 
and Stratton selling cranberries and 
farm produce the last of the week.
Floyd Reed was a guest of Clifford 
Wing during the three days’ school 
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Gray, Mrs. J. S. 
B. Norton of Farmington and Mrs. 
Luella Peterson of Massachusetts were 
recent callers at F. H. Hathaway’s.
Miss Ella Hathaway is visiting rela­
tives in Wilton.
Miss Marion Sargent attended the 
Hallowe’en party on Tory hill Satur­
day night.
Handy Rope Halter.
come out each side of the mouth—and 
the way the end is carried around to 
form the halter. Loops are tied in the 
rope as shown. The end is passed 
through and fastened, the loops are 
then pulled tight, causing the finished 
halter, as seen In the cut.
ABSENCE OF MILK IN UDDER
Suppression May Result From III 
Health, Debility, Emaciation or 
Without Any Cause.
<By R. E . C A L D W E L L , A s s i s t a n t  In  M ilk  
P r o d u c t io n ,  P u r d u e . )
The absence of milk in the udder 
may result from ill health, debility, 
emaciation, chronic disease of the bag. 
wasting of the gland from previous 
disease, or insufficient food, but some­
times it will occur suddenly without 
any appreciable cause. The treatment 
will consist in removing the cause of 
"the disease, feeding well on rich, al­
buminoid food made Into warm 
Inashes, and giving ounce doses of 
aromatic carminatives, like anise-seed, 
fennel seed, etc. Rubbing and strip­
ping the udder are useful, and the ap­
plication of oil of lavender or of tur­
pentine will sometimes succeed.
Mrs. Huldah Etta Searles, wife of 
W. H. Searles whose death occurred 
at her home in Phillip©, on October 
19, wa>s the daughter of Henry Tib­
betts and Matilda Abbott and w’as 
horn ’ n Dallas August 20, 1870. Her 
parents soon mowed to Rangeley 
where she lived until she was mar­
ried to Henry Seajrles on March 18, 
1887, when they lived at Rangeley 
: vi.lage about four vears. then mov- 
j ing to a farm in Rangeley where 
they lived until th 'oved onto th 
1 farm in Phillips, where they were 
j residing at the time of her death.
She was the mother of nine child­
ren, Mrs. L. A. Wilbur of Ran­
geley; Ray E. Searles, Phillips; 
Roscoe H. Searles, Mrs. Edwin Tay­
lor, Rangeley; Harold L. Searles, 
Hulda M. and Master Scott W. 
Searles, Phillips. She is also sur­
vived by her mother, and three 
brothers, Florin and Harvey Tib­
betts, and Mrs. Irvin Wilbur of Ran­
geley and Marshman H., of Chester- 
vi.Lle and several unc-les and aunts.
Mrs. Searles has been in extreme­
ly poor health since the last of June 
but her case was not considered ser­
ious until some weeks Later when, sh 
was advised by lxer physician, Dr-. E. 
B. Currier to go away for a surgical) 
operation, which she did, but the 
physicians found her case beyond 
I cure and she has been a great suf- 
! ferer from a cancerous growth since 
that time, but her courage was un­
failing and she looked forward to 
recovering her health. She was 
a member of the Grange and the 
Federated dhurch, and she attended 
church whenever it was possible to 
do so. She was the best possiil 
wife, mother and friend. Her age 
was 44 years, 2 months.
Mrs. Searles’ daughter, Mrs. L. A. 
Wilbur of Rangeley with, her husband 
came and oared for the mother dur­
ing her last tlmeets and everything 
possible was done for her comfort.
The remain© were taken to Range-
SUCH a pretty party gown, in w’hich one of those beaded garnitures is 
featured, is shown here. The bodice 
and apron-tunic, of beaded net, is a 
new development of the ready-made 
bodice and tunic affairs that have 
so delightfully helped out in the mak­
ing of evening gowns. The straight­
hanging front, with frill of lace falling 
below the w’aist line, is the most up-to- 
date of style touches. Just now fashion 
does nothing to the waist line but 
ignore it. She would like to have all 
her devotees forget it, and a great 
number of them do.
The dress is of crepe de chine made 
with straight-hanging skirt with some 
drapery near the bottom where the 
left side vanishes under a hemmed 
bias edge at the right. The bodice is 
the simplest imaginable, a “baby 
waiet”—that is, a plain gathered front 
and back with short plain sleeves. It 
is merely a foundation and background 
for the beaded bodice of the tunic.
The sleeves are finished with a nar­
row spangled band like that at the | 
side of the apron-tunic.
The bodice of the tunic covers the 
underbodice back and front. A narrow 
fringe of beads finishes the short 
sleeves. At the back the bodice may 
be finished with a girdle or the frill of 
lace, somewhat scantier in fullness, 
may be extended around the figure. A 
flat tassel of beads finishes each side 
of the tunic at the bottom.
These beaded garments are shown 
in all the light colors and in black. 
Black and silver and black and gold 
on black net are among the showiest. 
Gold net with gold spangles and beads 
is in high favor. The tunic and dress 
match in color, as a rule.
The small corsage bouquet of satin 
roses worn at one side of the lace frill 
is a detail that should not be over­
looked. It Is much more than a de­
tail in the costume.
WEST NEW VINEYARD M ake your purchases from  M aine  
W oods advertisem ents.
Nov. 2.
Ellislia Barker, who has been work­
ing for J. F. S. Savage has finish,ed 
work and returned to South Brain­
tree, Masis.
Winnie Hackett and family are 
afflicted with whdoping cough.
Otis Gould bias has new tieup 
nearly finished. He has also made 
other impraveimients on his buildings 
this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Lambert en­
tertained 130 friends and neighfcfors 
on the evening of October 30. Danc­
ing and other games were enjoyed 
until a l&te hour. Refreshments 
were served to alb.
Owen Record is working in Lewis- 
tbn.
Mrs. Mary Record and family visit­
ed at Eugene Smith’s in Tempi ? 
over Sunday. %
MILE SQUARE
Nov. 1.
Schtool began Monday after one
‘Worry Will Kill a Cat.
A good philosopher says: “Never 
worry today; put it off until tomorrow 
which never comes.” Some people 
beat that; they let the other fellow do 
all the worrying.—Palestine Herald.
Great Mass of Proof
Reports of 30,000 Cases of Kidney
Trouble, Some of Them Phillips Cases
Each of some 6,000 newspapers of 
the United States is publishing from 
week to week, names of people in its 
particular neighborhood, who have 
used and recommended Doan’s Kidney 
Pills for kidney backache, weak kid­
neys, bladder troubles and urinary dis­
orders. This mass of proof includes 
over 30,000 recommendations. Phillips 
is no exception. Here is .one of the 
Phillips cases.
“ I never use any other kidney medi­
cine but Doan’s Kidney Pills," says 
Henry W. True, the well known tailor, 
of Main St., Phillips. ‘‘They answer 
my purpose. You may continue pub­
lishing my former endorsement of this 
remedy. I have procured Doan’s Kid­
ney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store (now 
Preble’s Drug Store,) and they have 
never failed to give me relief from kid­
ney disordors. I am only too willing 
to recommend them."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t sim­
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get 
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that 
Mr. True had. Foster-Milburn Co., 
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
t h e  r o y a l  m o n t h  a n d  t h e
ROYAL D ISEA S E.
Sudden changes of weather are espe­
cially trying, and probably to none 
more so than to the scrofulous and con­
sumptive. The progress of scrofula 
duriug a normal October is commonly 
great. We never think of scrofula— 
its bunches, cutaneous eruptions, and 
wasting of the bodily substance—with­
out thinking of the great good many 
sufferers from it have derived from 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whose radical and 
permanent cures of this one disease are 
enough to make it the most famous 
medicine in the world. There is prob­
ably not a city or town where Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla has not proved its merit in 
more homes than one, in arresting and 
completely eradicating scrofula, which 
is almost as serious and as much to be 
feared as its near relative—consump­
tion.
ley where services were held, Rev. 
H. A. GbiildiS officiating. Mrs. O. 
R. Rowe and mis© Muriel Hoar sang 
appropriate* selection©. The pall 
bearers were Messrs. Harry O. Hun- 
toon, H. C. Riddle, Daniel Ross, J. 
Lym a n Kempt on and interment was 
in Evergreen cemetery in Rangeley.
The following flowers were con­
tributed by ‘ friends: Bouquet as­
sorted carnations, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Lowell; wreath, North Frank­
lin Grange; bouquet flowers, Social 
Service club; roses, ladies of the 
Federated church; spray of carna­
tions, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tibbetts; 
wreath, Phillips Grammar school; 
spray of carnations, Mr. and Mrs.
F. E. Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. 
Hinkley; bouquet, friends from W il­
bur district; carnations, Mr. and 
Mrs. Irving Wilbur and family, Mr. 
and Mrs. John Ross.
week’s vacation.
Miss Louisie Worthley visited her 
aunt, Mrs. J. B laiine Morrison in 
Phillips one day last week.
* Mrs. J. M. Worthley is working in 
the family otf W. C. Mitchell of Phil­
lips. y
Mr. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison of 
Phillips spent Sunday at H. W. 
Worthley’s.
Stop T h a t  F i r s t  F a l l  Cough
Check you r fa ll cough or cold at once— don’t ‘w a it— it may lead  to s e r i­ous lu n g  trou b le , w eak en  y ou r v ita lity  and develop  a chronic lu n g  a ilm en t. Get a b o ttle  o f Dr. K in g ’s N ew  D is ­covery to -d a y; it  is pure and h arm less  •—use it fr e e ly  fo r  th at fa ll cou gh  or cold. I f B ab y or Children a re  s ic k  g iv e  it to them , it  w i l l  re liev e  q u ick ly  and  perm anently . I t  soo th es th e irr ita ted  throat,- lung© a n d  air p a ssa g es . L oosen s  P hlegm , is  a n t is e p tic  and fo rtifies  th e  system  a g a in s t  colds. I t su re ly  p re­v en ts  cold g erm s from  g e tt in g  a  hold. G uaranteed. 50c. and $1.00 a t your  D ru g g ist.
PIANO  TRUTHS
When you place your order for a piano with a ; 
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to \ 
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100 ; 
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his 
i “ SELLING EXPENSE” and they charge you their 
i profit on top of that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY 
‘ TO DENY THAT FACT PUBLICLY.
J '
CHAS. W .'NORTON.
C h u r c h  S t r e e t  •  ■ F a r m i n g t o n ,  M a i n e  fr
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS little son to her home in. Stratton last Monday. She was accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Glidden Parker and 
Mrs. C. E. Parker. Mrs. Parker re-
Mrs. Fred E. Dunham and Mrs. 
ALfred Sparks were the guests of 
tlieir father and wife over Sunday, 
October 25, coming by auto with Dr. 
Sheehy and family from Rumford.
Mr. and (Mrs. Elmion Ellis of Weld 
were the week-end guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wesley Ketmpton.
Sumner Perry is having a serious 
time with his stomach. He is at­
tended by Dr. Currier.
Joe Dili, accompanied by Oharles 
E. Dill and family, took aai automfo- 
bile trip to Oqmossoc last 'Sunday.
Lincoln Kempton, the two-year old 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemip- 
ton, whk> has been suffering with 
sore throat the past week, we are 
glad to report is much better.
Mrs. Eva Beedy of Farmington for 
the past week has been visiting her 
daughter, Mrs. LeweLlen Fairbanks.
Plan to attend the Harvest Supper 
Saturday night at the Pariah House 
from 6 ho 8. Price 25 cents.
Th.e host of friends of Wm. J. 
Ryan of Portland, the well-known al­
manac man, will be peased to hear 
that the prospect is good ffor the 
recovery of the sight of one eye. 
Mr. Ryan was stricken with blindnes 
when, but 8 years old. He ibas bee 
for the past few months under the 
care of a specialist and can already 
see some light.
An exchange suggests that “Ap­
ples being cheap and abundant this 
year, there is a feeling in the famil j 
that Mother sililould stay at home fro f  
the automobile rides and lay in an 
extra supply of apple pie.”
Mrs. C. E. Norton and Miss Car­
rie A. Bradford gave twio very de­
lightful thimble parties last week, one 
Wednesday and one Thursday after­
noon, in the home of .Mrs. Norton, 
Mountain Avenue, Auburn. Moun­
tain ash berries combined with vine 
very effectively decorated the at­
tractive living room where the guests 
gathered ’round the cherry open fire 
and made busy with needlework. De­
licious refreshments were served.
Mrs. Rand E. Harden has been
confined to the hiouise with sore 
throat.
Carrabasset Rebokab lodge of King- 
field has invited Hope ledge of Phil­
lips to visit them at their next 
regular meeting, November 11, nd 
exemplify the work. The invitation 
has been accepted and it is expected 
that there wlill be a special train 
from Phillips to accommodate those 
who wish to attend. The fare for 
the round trip will be $1.15 each.
It is hoped a large number will avail 
themselves of this opportunity to 
visit the Kingfield lodge.
Geo. C. Wheeler, esq., of Portland 
and mother of Farmington and Mr. 
and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood of Far­
mington dined with Airs. Louisa and 
Miss Cora Wheeler on Monday last.
Airs. F. N. Beal was in Lewiston 
for the day Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams, 
Levi Williams, mother Mrs. Eunice 
Williams a.nd niece, Aliiss Celia Lehr 
of Augusta were in town Tuesday by 
automobile. Mrs. Williams remaine 
for a visit with Mrs. Allice To oth - 
aker and other relatives.
Mr. and Airs. E. R. Toothaker re­
turned from Portland last Thursday, 
where they had been with their
little son, James for the removall of 
adenoids and tonsils. Dr. Davis
operated and the little fellow is do­
ing nicely. Later their daughter, 
Olive will be operated on for the 
same trouble.
The Sandy River & Rangeley Lakt a 
railroad is building a new bridge 
with steel' guides across the Orbeton 
stream on the Madrid branch near 
the Field bridge. John Phillips and 
his crew of men from Kingfield are 
doing the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Lander of 
Strong were in town Wednesday.
Miss Helen Palmer, who is teach in 
in the Bletluen district went to her 
heme in North Anson last Saturday 
for a week’s vacation.
Mrs. Floyd Parker, who has been 
visiting her relatives in Phillips for 
several weeks, returned with her
Headquarters For Genuine
S A R A N A C  B U C K
GLOVES AND MITTENS
Lined and Unlined
No better glove is manufactured than the 
Saranac. They are made from specially tanned 
deer skins. They will always dry out soft and 
pliable after being wet.
They will stand rough wear where others 
will go to pieces.
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
At The Clothing »Store
D. F. H O YT ,
N o . 5* B ea l BlocK, P h illip s , Me,
Agency for Universal Steam Laundry 
Open Saturday Evenings.
rnaijning until Wednesday when 
Mr. Parker went after her by auto.
W. H. Caswell, master mechanic of 
the Sandy River & RangeJjey Lakes 
railroad was in WatervilJe Tuesday 
and Wednesday of this* week in the 
interests of the company.
A. W. Beam had am ill turn lust 
week, and Dr. E. C. Higgins found 
dit necessary to tap him again. He 
is mere comfortable at this writing 
and is not confined to his bed.
The Christmas Presient club will 
meet wiifh Mrs. H. B. Austin next 
Tuesday afternoon.
The circle of King’s Daughters will 
meet with Mrs. Fred Kennedy, Saw­
yer street, Friday evening, Nov. 6.
The Social Service Club will' meet 
at the Parish House Tuesday, Nov. 
10 at two o’clock.
Mrs. Dana Aldrich has gone to 
Portland after Mrs. Johanna Jenkins, 
who has been, at the Maine General 
hospital for an operation, on her eyes 
for cataracts. It is rather expected 
that Mrs. Jenkins will recover her 
sight in that eye.
Mrs. F. R. Hodgtman was the guest , 
of Mrs. C. W. Bell in Strong a day 
or two last week.
Mamie Thomas of Waltham, Mas®., j  
is visiting relatives in Kingfield and 
will come to Phillips in a few days 
to visit friends.
Airs. Oharles Ross has been ion the 
sick last recently.
Mrs. Lunette Ross and children of 
Rangeley have been the guests of 
■her mother, Mrs. Charles' Ross.
Mrs. Dora Jones is visiting her 
brother in Pennsylvania. She is ac­
companied by her niece, Miss Heath.
Hiram Ellis of Portland is a guest 
at DeBerna Ross’s.
Vinton Hough is in Waterville, 
where he is taking a business course.
Airs. Frank Toothaker is in Port­
land the guest of her sen and wife, 
Mr. and Airs. Howard Toothaker.
Norris Hackett has recently pur­
chased three horses of Ira Hoar of 
Rangeley and two of Fred Fairbanks, 
which he has added to his livery bus­
iness.
A. C. Norton, cf Farmington is add­
ing a new piazza to his residence on 
South street, which wiLI add very 
much to his already pretty residence.
Airs. C. NeM Parker, teacher of the 
Primary school was also among the 
teachers who attended the Teachers’ 
Convention in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Allen were 
in Portlard recently, Mr. Allen be­
ing a delegate from Alt. Saddleback 
lodge. I. O. O. F. of Phillips to the 
Grand Lodge which met there.
We are glad to see Walter Tcoth- 
akar able to be out again after his 
severe illness. He is recovering, 
although slowly, and is yet unable 
to resume his duties on the railroad. 
He lost 23 pounds during his illness.
Mrs. Fred Alottram returned from 
Lowell Saturday night and they are 
settling in their new home In R. H. 
Preble’s rent on Alain street.
We note that W. W. Small, turn­
key at the Farmington jail, is recov­
ering from a severe attack of rheu­
matism and neuritis.
The W. C. T. U. meeting Friday 
evening at the Parish House will be 
at 7.30. Everyone is cordially in­
vited to attend and have the pleas­
ure of hearing th# Cfounty president, 
Mrs. Angie Fern a Id. The children
are alio invited.
Those who attended the services 
Sunday morning at the Federated
W E  S O L IC IT  T H E  P A T R O N ­
AGE OF T H A T  CLASS O F D E ­
POSITO RS W H O  C O N S ID ER  
! A S S O L U T E  S A F E T Y  F IR S T .  
OUR C A P I T A L ,  SUR PLUS A N D  
P R O F ITS  G U A R A N T E E  T H A T  
I  8 A F E T Y ,  A N D  OUR IN­
T E R E S T  R A T E  IS T H E  H IG H ­
E S T  R A T E  C O N S IS T E N T  W I T H  
SUCH S A F E T Y .
Phillips National 
Bank
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
The Sedgeley Store
New Dress Goods and 
Roman Stripe Silks 
T o M atch
^FLEECED HOSE FLW 00L UNDERWEAR 
SWEATERS TOQUES OUTING ROBES
YARN GLOVES AND MITTENS 
SQUIRREL LINED GLOVES AND MITTENS
B u t t e r i c k  P a t t e r n s  C a r r i e d  i n  S t o c K
C.  M.  H O Y T ,
N o .  2, B e a l  B l o c K ,  P h i l l i p s ,  M e .  F a r m e r s *  T e l .
P u re  C ream  T a rta r
—  a n d  —
C ream  T a rta r  Substitutes
at TOOTHAKER ’S CASH STORE
church were pleased to have Miss 
Willi elm ine Skofield as a soloist. 
She has a very sweet voice and 
plans later tio take voi-oe culture. 
She also sang a solo in. the evening 
and with her mother, Mrs. W. S. 
Skofield now assists in 'the choral 
club. It will be remembered before 
the removal of her family to Califor­
nia, Miss WiUbelundne away® took 
part by singing or speaking in the 
social affairs of the town, and she 
still retains that commend able qual- 
I tty of wanting t)o help in whatever 
way ehe can.
Miss Emyline Weeks, who has 
been with her stater, Mrs. Frank 
Coanclon at the EJllmwocd for several 
weeks past, returned home Sunday, 
accompanied by her sister, Mias 
Mary Weeks, who came from Wis- 
casset in her automobile, driving the 
car. S/he was also accompanied by 
a friend, Mr. Fred Merry of Wdecas- 
set, who enjoyed a few days’ hunting 
but who was not very successful .in 
securing game. Mrs. Condon, wfh.o 
is .out of health, plans, to remain un­
til Thanksgiving and possibly her 
sisters will join her then for a 
few days. The family have a sum­
mer home in Wisoasset.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hunter of 
South Strong passed a few days In 
Philips with tlieir daughter, Mrs. A. 
W. McLeary.
; W  R K I T E D  ;
j CHICKEN & FOWL:
* ~ "I,
j  Call and see my line of j
Meats, Groceries, j
! Vegttablea, 5
I Tobacca and Cigars I
j  ___________________ i
- Delivery «very ■trniag. PhoieJ
! Geo. A. Bean !
Wouldn’t you like to own a
Smart St^lieb TOatcb?
Certainly you would. Then why not? 
If you think it’s too expensive just
Come In And Price
You will be agreeably surprised. You 
will find our watches to b« just as good 
time pieces as they aro trim and stylish 
of build. We will enjoy showing them 
to you.
A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, - . . MAINS
